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In this chapter, I introduce the field of colloidal quantum dot solids by discussing the 
quantum confinement effect, electronic coupling and disorder, basic chemical approaches 
for dealing with colloidal materials, and the characterization of solution-processed 
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1.1. Solution-processed semiconductors 
Harvesting solar energy could be the ultimate solution to replace non-renewable energy 
sources and keep up with the increasing energy hunger of the humankind. Around 174 PW 
of sunlight reaches the upper atmosphere of which 70% enters the atmosphere, an amount 
ten thousand times larger than the current human energy consumption (18 TW averaged 
over 2015), of which only 0.03 TW (1.5%) is covered by photovoltaic (PV) devices, 
generated by 0.25 TW installed capacity).1 However, an efficient and cheap technology is 
still lacking. 
The difficulty of large scale harvesting is the lack of appropriate cell design that 
provides both high conversion efficiency and low production costs. The most widely used 
solar cells are based on crystalline silicon, representing the most mature technology and 
highest efficiency (15-17%) commercially available. The indirect bandgap and low 
absorption typical of silicon, however, requires thick active layers, which carries an 
enormous energy cost, especially in the highly pure single crystalline version. The next 
generation of solar cells contains thin films of III-V or II-(IV-)VI compounds, which enable 
much thinner layers, although the production of these thin films requires rather extreme 
conditions. Emerging technologies that are prospective candidates to replace the current PV 
technology are all based on solution processing of the absorber material (and in many cases 
the other elements of the devices as well). 
When considering applications in thermal energy harvesting, or even the fabrication of 
cheap, flexible, lightweight electronic devices one faces the same problems. However, these 
new type of applications have come into focus, and will do so even more, in the near future 
with the widespread need for self-standing, communicating electronic devices used for 
example in the internet of things (IoT) and wireless sensor networks (WSNs). 
Consequently, the need for novel semiconductors with facile processing and tailorable 
properties will remain high, and the field can count on significant interest in the next 
decades. 
The realization of soluble organic semiconductors for solar cells and field-effect 
transistors in the 1990s represents the first milestone in this process.2,3 Although these 
materials led to the flexible, cheap and lightweight displays used nowadays in mobile 
phones, televisions and computer screens, and solar cells up to 12% has been reported in 
the literature,4 the energy harvesting applications have not broken the dominance of the 
crystalline inorganic semiconductor materials (Figure 1.1) and appear as a technology that 
will be interesting for niche applications as indoor usage or in portable devices. 
Therefore several other directions have been pursued in the last decade. Since 2013, 
another class of materials gained interest in photovoltaic applications: the hybrid 
perovskites.5-7 The robust, solution-based fabrication method and high crystallinity led to 
performances competing with those of the best polycrystalline Si-based devices, the limited 
stability and the toxic lead-content limits the current commercial prospects. As an 
alternative approach, making the traditional semiconductor materials solution processable 
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not only allows for easier processing, but carries the possibility of novel ways of controlling 
the properties relevant for applications. In this thesis, a class of such materials, the colloidal 
quantum dots solids is investigated from a fundamental point of view, with respect to 
applications. 
 
Figure 1.1. Certified solar cell efficiencies of emerging materials  showing the state of art 
in research, reproduced based on the NREL PV Efficiency Chart dated Apr 2017.8 
1.2. Colloidal quantum dots 
Colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) are semiconductor crystallites with diameter in the 
nanometer range, surrounded by a shell of organic surfactants for stability in solution (Fig. 
1.2(a)). Usually, such materials are synthesized by mixing the precursors of the different 
elements in presence of a surfactant and a high boiling point solvent. The conditions are set 
to allow for nucleation and particle growth, and the reaction is quenched when the right size 
is reached. After removing the leftover reagents, the colloidal dispersion can be further 
processed chemically, or used as-prepared. Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals have been 
discovered and described parallel by L. E. Brus and A. I. Ekimov in the early ‘80s,9,10 but 
the name “quantum dot” was invented later.11 CQDs represent a class of materials that meet 
the solution processability requirement for low-cost fabrication, and carry the promise of 
superseding the organic materials due to the robustness and order of the crystalline 
structure. Moreover, the small diameter of the particles gives rise to unique optical and 
electronic properties. In this size regime, the material cannot be considered bulk due to the 
limited range of the carrier delocalization, or in other words, the limited wavefunction 
extension. Quantitatively, when the particle diameter is smaller than the exciton Bohr 
radius of the material, the carriers experience a quantum confinement effect, and the density 
of states spectrum consists of discrete energy levels instead of the 3D bulk bands, as shown 
in Fig. 1.2(b).  
The electronic structure of the quantum dots can be described with the particle-in-a-box 
model, where the confinement energy (the shift of the energy levels) are: 
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 Eq 1.1 
where ki are the wavenumbers representing the eigenfunctions of the system and m
* is 
the effective mass of the charge carriers. In an infinite deep spherical potential well, the ki 
values are replaced by the nodal points (βn,l) of the spherical Bessel-functions relative to the 
particle radius R, and the equation takes the form: 
       
      
 
     
 Eq 1.2 
where n and l represent the order and the symmetry/degeneracy of the functions.12 These 
states have similar symmetries to the atomic orbitals, and therefore they are noted as 1Se, 
1Pe, 1De (for electrons, or 1Sh, 1Ph, 1Dh for holes). In a realistic approach, the energy of the 
first transition in a semiconductor quantum dot can be approximated with Eq. 1.3, including 
the reduced effective mass of the electrons and holes, the Coulombic interaction of the 
charge carriers (Wannier-Mott excitons, ε is the semiconductor’s permittivity), and the 
effect of the polarization of the matrix (Ep): 
                  
           
       
 
     
  
    Eq 1.3 
The two major (confinement and Coulombic) terms have different dependence on R, 
making their relative contributions size-dependent. In sufficiently small crystals (where the 
confinement drives the energy shift), the approximation is very good, while the description 
of larger particles is less precise.13  
In practice, the discrete energy levels appear as a series of peaks in the optical 
absorption spectrum, and can be attributed to transitions of different order. Figure 1.2(c) 
shows the absorbance of CQD solutions with 3 different mean sizes. The curve belonging 
to the largest size particles show both the first (1Sh→1Se) and the second (1Ph→1Pe) 
excitonic transitions. In ensembles, the peaks take a Gaussian-like shape instead of a 
Lorentzian one, due to the strong size dependence of the energy levels and the size 
polydispersity inherent to nanoparticulate systems. Consequently, pronounced excitonic 
transitions of larger populations of CQDs can only be observed in samples where the size 
polydispersity is low. 
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Figure 1.2. a) Schematic and TEM images of PbS CQDs capped with oleic acid; b) 
electronic structure and its dependence on the crystal size in semiconductors; c) 
absorbance spectra of CQDs with different diameters showing the size-dependent bandgap. 
Many semiconductors have been used to form CQDs, but cadmium and lead 
chalcogenides are the most common materials due to the ease of synthesis and stability.14,15 
Lead sulfide (PbS) is especially appealing for solar cell applications due to its large (46 nm) 
excitonic Bohr-radius - or large confinement effect - and the IR bandgap, allowing for 
optimization of the absorbance to the solar spectrum. On the other hand, CdSe is often used 
in transistors exploiting its air and temperature stability.16 The work in this thesis was 
carried out using PbS and PbSe CQDs as model materials, but the obtained knowledge is 
translatable to most compound semiconductor CQDs synthesized using similar methods. 
From a fundamental point of view, the main advantages of CQDs lie in their small size 
and the related low-dimensional electronic structure, which allow a large tunability of 
properties, which is not allowed by bulk materials. Moreover, in confined systems, multiple 
exciton generation (MEG) - a process equivalent to the impact ionization in bulk materials - 
has a largely enhanced probability due to slower carrier relaxation and the predicted phonon 
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bottleneck.15 This process is expected to enable solar cells to overcome the theoretical 
efficiency limit of 34% described by Shockley and Queisser for traditional, bulk 
semiconductors.17-19 Alternatively, hot-carrier extraction from the discrete energy levels can 
also lead to the same effect.20 External quantum efficiencies above 100% indicating MEG-
contribution to the photocurrent has been reported in the literature, but the devices 
optimized for MEG have several drawbacks compared to the best CQD solar cells.21-23 One 
of the key problems is the insufficient control of the electronic and transport properties in 
assemblies of CQDs. 
1.3. Quantum dots in proximity 
As described in the previous section, the most frequently used model to describe the 
electronic structure of the CQDs assumes the electrons to be in an infinite deep spherical 
potential well.12 This is only an approximation though, since the presence of a strong 
evanescent wave at the particle’s surface means that the environment beyond the crystal 
phase (surfactant, solvent) also influences the energy levels. This effect is already included 
in Eq. 1.3 as the matrix polarization, but in close-packed assemblies, the dot-to-dot 
interaction also becomes relevant. When two similar CQDs are in proximity, the single dot 
wavefunctions overlap resulting in an energy splitting and changing the electronic states 
from atomic to a molecule-like. This interaction allows the carriers to partially delocalize 
over the two CQDs. In larger assemblies, these extended states can cover several quantum 
dots, depending on the overlap integral defined by the dot-to-dot distance, the energy offset 
of the interacting states, and the matrix permittivity. In case of long distance translational 
symmetry (in so-called superlattices, where the CQDs take the role of atoms in traditional 
crystal lattices), the multitude of similar localized states converts to extended states, so-
called ‘minibands’ (Figure 1.3).24,25 The assemblies of interacting particles are called 
quantum dot solids.  
The extended states are desired from both fundamental and application points of view. 
Achieving an intermediate system between 0D and 3D confinement would allow for studies 
on the electronic structure and confinement-base phenomena in bulk samples. Especially 
the regimes where the quantum capacitance dominates the behavior and conditions where 
negative differential conductance is observed can count on significant interest.26 Reliable 
observation of these phenomena requires (at least partially) coherent transport. Transport 
through the minibands is expected to appear for relatively high carrier mobilities, and give 
the possibility to efficiently use the confinement-based properties in electronic devices.  
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Figure 1.3. CQD assemblies with long-range order and the resulting extended states, the 
“minibands” allowing for delocalization of the charge carriers and coherent transport 
Assemblies wherein CQDs are far apart behave as insulators, and no charge transport 
can be observed in usual conditions. In close-packed assemblies, electrical transport is 
possible, but its mechanistic details strongly depend on the assembly properties. From an 
energy point of view, three factors determine the efficiency of charge transport in CQD 
solids.26 One is the coupling energy, β, which is determined by the tunneling rate (Γ) 
between the particles:  
              
   
  
    
 
 
           Eq. 1.4 
where E0 represents the height of the barrier, E1 and E2 are the kinetic energies of the two 
states, L is the distance between the particles and m* is the effective mass of the charge 
carrier.27 The barrier heights and the effective masses may differ for electrons and holes, 
but in general both channels are available for charge transport.28 The relative barrier height 
can be tuned by the interdot distance, the surrounding matrix and the temperature (kinetic 
energy) as well. The second important factor is the Coulombic charging energy, here 
approximated as the capacitance of metallic sphere in an insulator matrix surrounded by a 
metal shell: 
    
  
    
 
      
 Eq. 1.5 
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where e is the unit charge, R is the radius of the (spherical) particle, L is the gap thickness, 
and εm is the dielectric constant of the medium. The third component is the site energy 
disorder, Δα. Due to the polydispersity of the CQDs, the energy levels scatter with Δα/α ≅ 
2ΔR/R in the strong confinement regime, and the geometrical disorder (varying inter-dot 
distance, thus inhomogeneous coupling) also contributes to the energy disorder.29 
The relative strengths of these three effects together define the degree of delocalization 
and thus the transport mechanism in CQD solids.30 The “phase diagram”, the different 
localization regimes are shown on Figure 1.4. Relatively high coupling or high temperature 
delocalizes the charge carriers allowing band-like (coherent, scattering-limited) transport. 
On the other hand, high charging energy (relative to the temperature) causes a Coulomb 
energy gap, the carriers localize on a CQD in absence of a sufficiently large external field 
(the effect called Coulomb-blockade). Decreasing the coupling (e.g. through increasing the 
inter-dot distance) has similar results, which can occur in the same material.31 In the case of 
weak or no delocalization (relative to temperature, β < kBT), the electron transfer is a chain 
of single, thermally activated transmission events, the so-called hopping mechanism and is 
therefore inefficient. In the extreme of Ec ≫ β, the charges are site-localized, the transport 
becomes almost impossible; this is the Mott metal-insulator transition.32  
 
Figure 1.4. Phase diagram of localization regimes in QD solids (adapted from ref.30) 
If one takes the disorder into account, another regime appears: the domain localization. 
The coupling and the disorder together set the conditions for the Anderson-localization, 
when the charge carrier is delocalized over a couple of sites that are surrounded by a shared 
barrier; in this case, coherent transport is possible within the domains, but the domain hop 
is thermally assisted.32 Extreme energetic disorder can also result in site-localization and 
hopping-only transport. 
The site energy disorder has been shown to strongly affect the transport in nanoparticle 
assemblies.33 Although homogeneous broadening is dominating the emission in highly 
monodisperse (ΔR/R<3%) samples, slightly larger polydispersity is enough to cause strong 
positional disorder and a consequent inhomogeneous coupling in addition to the energetic 
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disorder, highlighting the importance of this aspect.34 On the other hand, signatures of 
miniband formation - resonant tunneling - has been observed in epitaxial QD arrays 
exhibiting high order,35 negative differential conductance has been observed in CQD thin 
films at low polydispersity and high carrier concentration,36 and indications of band-like 
transport have been reported in solution-processed inorganic semiconductors in the strong 
coupling regime.37,38 It is clear that in extreme conditions, the materials show signatures 
that indicate the desired effects, but the experimental methods used to support the claims 
have initiated quite some debate in the community,29,39 and the confinement-based systems 
are far from being ready for practical applications. 
1.4. Surface-based property control 
The need for tuning the electronic coupling is hard to fulfill in epitaxial QDs, but 
appears more accessible in colloidal systems. In close-packed arrays, the surfactants used to 
stabilize the particles in solution act as spacers, and the length of the chains sets the interdot 
distance. The dielectric constant of the molecules also affects the coupling by influencing 
the amplitude of the wavefunction outside the CQD. 
From a device application perspective, the original stabilizing surfactants, the so-called 
ligands, are a hindering factor. The commonly used oleic acid, oleylamine, tetradecanoid or 
hexadecanoic acids contain aliphatic chains with 10+ carbon atoms that easily stabilize the 
dispersions, but also effectively block charge transport, forming an insulating shell.14 
Hence, these ligands have to be replaced with shorter ones or simply removed to tune the 
electronic coupling into the conductive regime, this process is called the ligand exchange. 
The most common ligands to form device-grade assemblies are short-chain (1-4 carbon 
atoms) thiols, dithiols, carboxylic acids and diacids, and amines. The functional groups are 
chosen to have higher affinity to the CQD surface than the original ligands, so that the 
exchange process takes place without much effort. Ligand stripping, complete removal can 
be achieved by complexing agents such as diamines or Lewis-acids. The shorter length or 
no repulsion allows the attractive forces between CQDs to shrink the layers, enhancing the 
electronic coupling. The bifunctional ligands often bind to different CQDs, causing an 
effective crosslinking, and rendering the thin films insoluble in practically any solvent. 
Lead chalcogenide (PbE) CQDs are usually synthesized using lead-oleate and a small 
organic sulfur compound as precursors, causing the final product to be stabilized by an 
oleate shell.40 Shorter carboxylic acids replace the oleate though a dynamic equilibrium 
process,41 while thiols bind strongly to the surface lead atoms.42 Moreover, halides, 
pseudohalides, and chalcogenidometallate complex ions have been shown to form 
conductive arrays of lead sulfide (PbS) CQDs due to the large lattice formation enthalpy of 
the resulting shell materials.43-45 
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Figure 1.5. Common ligands used to form conductive CQD assemblies  
(left side: organic molecules, right side: inorganic ions) 
The large surface area (the number of surface atoms being significant compared to the 
“bulk” ones) allows for broad tuning of the properties through the surface chemistry. 
Ligands with a strong dipole moment can largely influence the position of the energy of the 
confined states relative to the vacuum level.46-48 The right choice of surface termination can 
increase the air stability of the CQDs or change the doping, or simply affect the material 
quality.49-53 
Material quality, when speaking about semiconductors, is the cleanness of the band gap 
(lack of mid-gap states), sharp band edges (low disorder), and well controlled carrier 
concentration (only intentional doping).54 It cannot be emphasized enough how important 
this factor is, when creating the nanomaterials with tailored the properties. Due to the large 
surface area, many atoms have less neighbors than the bulk coordination number, resulting 
in the emergence of surface states. Any chemical, structural or stoichiometric 
inhomogeneity at the surface creates localized in-gap states that act as charge carrier traps, 
or recombination centers. These states can appear during the synthesis, but also during the 
ligand exchange. To achieve high quality materials and efficient transport, the surface 
chemistry and the possibility to control or remove the surface states have to be explored. 
Several methods have been proposed to improve the material quality in CQD solids. 
Using a solution-phase halide passivation or extra cleaning steps after the synthesis can 
largely improve the starting material.55,56 Formation of a type-I nano-heterojunction by 
covering the CQDs with an atomic shell of another semiconductor reduces electron 
trapping in the ligand-exchanged thin films.57 Having improved the synthesis and the 
starting material, the ligand exchange process remains the most important source of traps in 
CQD solids. 
Ligand exchange is mostly performed on thin films of CQDs on the substrate of choice 
for the actual sample fabrication. The shortening of the interdot distance results in cracking 
and induces disorder in the assemblies.51,58 Optimizing the solid film ligand exchange 
conditions has been the most researched topic in the field of CQD solids in the last couple 
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years.23,45,49-51,59-63 Parallel, other approaches have been investigated to avoid cracking and 
disorder, and to improve the (usually less than 100%) ligand exchange conversion. 
According to recent reports, ligand exchange in solution leading to phase transfer allows for 
fabrication of homogeneous, conductive films, although some experimental difficulties 
(colloidal stability, processing conditions in high boiling point solvents) have yet to be 
overcome.23,64-66 Highly ordered films can also be prepared using a liquid bath as a 
substrate, allowing for reorganization of the films upon ligand-exchange; the coupled array 
is then transferred to the substrate of choice.67-72 All these methods have pros and cons, and 
they share the need for deeper understanding the nanoscale chemical processes happening 
during the ligand exchange and their driving forces to tailor the properties of the final 
product, the confined-but-connected arrays, the coupled CQD solids. 
1.5. Characterization methods for novel semiconductors 
When doing research in material chemistry, the investigation has to cover several 
aspects of the sample properties. For semiconductors, the most important aspect is the 
charge carrier mobility and concentration. The most common method for such analysis in 
crystalline materials is measuring the Hall-effect. In disordered materials, however, the lack 
of coherent carrier motion makes the measurement less reliable, and the noise stemming 
from the high resistance causes difficulty in detecting the Hall-voltage. A simple method to 
test the charge transport (and thus the electronic) properties of solution processed 
semiconductors is the fabrication and characterization of field-effect transistors, FETs. The 
advantages of the method are the simple (often one-step) fabrication, the widely available 
theoretical knowledge and literature examples, the prospects of direct applications in logic 
circuits, and - most importantly - the ability to distinguish and separately test the electron 
and hole transport characteristics with simple electrical measurements, without using 
magnetic field.  
 
 
Figure 1.6. Device structure of a field-effect transistor structure; the potential applied to 
the gate electrode (VG) controls the current (ID) between the source and drain electrodes 
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It is important to note, that the theory describing the behavior of a FET was originally 
developed for crystalline, bulk semiconductors, but is reasonably applicable for molecular, 
polymeric or quantum-confined materials as well. The phenomenological way of applying 
the theory on CQD solids give insight into the material properties, but further theoretical 
and experimental work is required to understand the details of the fundamental processes. 
A FET is a three terminal device, where the current between two contacts is modulated 
by a third electrode that only in capacitive (i.e. not direct Ohmic) contact with the rest of 
the device, as shown on Figure 1.6. The insulator is often an oxide layer grown on a heavily 
doped silicon wafer; using the substrate as a gate electrode simplifies the fabrication 
process. The source and drain electrode materials are chosen to match their workfunctions 
to the conduction or valence band energies of the semiconductor, achieving good Ohmic 
contact. 
 
Figure 1.7. Schematic band diagram of a field-effect transistor in a) electron 
accumulation, b) depletion and c) hole accumulation mode; the cases a) and c) represent 
the ‘on’ state, while case b) causes the device to be in ‘off’ state. 
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The operational principle of a thin film FET is similar to that of a 
metal-insulator-semiconductor capacitor.73 When a potential is applied to the gate 
electrode, band bending occurs in the semiconductor to approach Fermi-level matching in 
the junction (see band diagrams on Figure 1.7). The consequent charge carrier 
accumulation or depletion near the insulator-semiconductor interface changes the 
conductivity, opening or closing a 2D channel. Intrinsic (or close-to-intrinsic) 
semiconductors, where the device is in depletion without external bias, don’t have an upper 
limit for the thickness, since it is enough to accumulate charge carriers near the interface. 
However, if the material is heavily doped, proper transistor behavior is only achieved in 
very thin (nm) films, since bias-induced depletion of the whole film is required to reach 
‘off’ state. Due to this 2D nature of the conductive channel, the properties of the 
insulator-semiconductor interface dominate the observed behavior. Hence special attention 
has to be given to the morphology control and the cleanness during the fabrication process. 
 
Figure 1.8. Behavior of a FET at constant gate bias: 1. linear regime, 2. pinch-off,  
3. saturation regime. Vth represents the minimum gate bias required for charge 
accumulation. 
When the behavior of a FET is investigated, two types of measurements are performed. 
In the first case, the drain voltage is scanned at fixed gate voltages providing the output 
curves. In the second case, the transfer curves are obtained by fixing the drain voltage and 
scanning the gate bias. The output curves showing a typical transistor behavior are sketched 
on Figure 1.8. In accumulation mode at low drain voltages, the current increases linearly 
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with the drain bias (sketch 1, linear regime). When the drain bias is sufficiently high to start 
to interfere with the effect of the gate electrode, the current-voltage curve turns sublinear 
(sketch 2, pinch-off point), and then the current saturates at high drain voltages (sketch 3, 
saturation regime), being limited by the growing region near the drain electrode with the 
distorted potential profile. The different gate voltages shift the pinch-off point, but the 
general curve shape remains the same. 
Examples for the transfer curves are shown in Figure 1.9. When the gate voltage is 
scanned at a fixed drain bias, the device can be switched between the ‘on’ and the ‘off’ 
states. In ‘off’ state, the current is set by the ungated charge carrier density in the bulk of 
the thin film (no 2D channel is formed). However, it can be strongly affected by the 
channel bias; large drain voltages facilitate charge injection into the film, significantly 
increasing the ‘off’ current. The shape of the curves depends on the material properties. In 
unipolar devices, only one of the charge carriers can be accumulated easily, and the transfer 
curves have one “on” and one “off” state. In devices, where both charge carriers can be 
accumulated, two “on” states and a narrow “off” state appear. 
 
Figure 1.9. Schematic transfer curves in a (a) unipolar p-type, (b) unipolar n-type and 
(c) ambipolar FET; (d) the ambipolar transfer behavior on logarithmic scale showing the 
“off” state and the two “on” states. 
The current-voltage characteristics can be approximated by assuming a linearly 
changing potential in the channel and a film thickness larger than the Debye-length of the 
semiconductor (“infinitely” thick from an electrostatic point of view). In linear regime 
operation (where VD < VG - Vth), the current increases linearly with the gate voltage: 
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 Eq. 1.5 
where W and L are the channel width and length, n2D is the average sheet carrier density 
in the film,   is the average charge carrier velocity, C is the gate capacitance and μ is the 
charge carrier mobility. The mobility can easily be obtained from a linear fit to the ID-VG 
curves at high gate voltages, knowing the channel geometry and the oxide thickness. If 
several devices with different channel length are used, the contact resistance can be 
extracted by linearly extrapolating the total resistance vs. channel length dataset to L = 0 
(this is the so-called transfer line method).  
The threshold voltage (Vth) provides information about the energy level alignment 
between the gate metal and the semiconductor. In thin film transistors (with thickness d 
lower than the Debye-length), the threshold can be expressed as: 
         





 Eq. 1.6 
where ϕms is the Fermi-level offset between the gate electrode and the semiconductor, N 
is the 3D bulk charge carrier density, and n is the 2D trapped charge at the 
insulator/semiconductor interface. Shifts of the threshold give insight to energy level shifts, 
charge carrier density changes and altered surface properties. 
Morphological characterization of the samples can be done for example using atomic 
force microscopy (AFM), which gives information of the layer homogeneity and 
microstructure. The order on a smaller scale can be tested using electron microscopy, which 
was found to be an essential tool in this research. Methods that can be coupled with 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM, delivering structural information on the nm scale), 
are energy dispersive X-ray scattering (EDX) that provides local or semi-local 
compositional information, and electron diffraction (ED) revealing the details of the Å-
scale order. Moreover, order in thicker samples on a larger scale can be tested using small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). A full characterization of the sample structure can provide 
valuable information on factors limiting or boosting the charge transport, as shown later. 
Optical properties of the semiconductors are essential to be kept under control, given the 
strong light-related applications. Interaction of the samples with light can be studied using, 
besides others, absorbance and photoluminescence spectroscopies. While the former 
delivers information about the ground state electronic structure of the material, the latter 
gives information about processes occurring in the excited state, including recombination 
and energy conversion/transfer within the sample. Understanding these processes is 
essential in improving the material quality and device efficiencies. 
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1.6. Outline of the thesis 
The motivation of this work to show the prospects of chemical property control in CQD 
solids with the synthetic and measurement methods available at this time. The five chapters 
all investigate a different aspect of film formation, device fabrication, measurement, or 
property control in lead-chalcogenide CQDs for photovoltaic or optoelectronic applications. 
In Chapter 2, the effect of air exposure on the charge transport properties in thiol-
capped PbS CQD arrays is investigated. Based on the results, a good laboratory practice is 
set for CQD FET fabrication and characterization that is used throughout the whole thesis. 
Chapter 3 discusses the possibility of forming high quality CQD assemblies using 
inorganic ligands. I show the power of self-organization and epitaxial fusion of faceted 
nanocrystals in thin films, and that a single blade-coating step and a subsequent ligand 
exchange is enough to fabricate high performance CQD FETs. The ligand exchange process 
is characterized in details, and an acidic catalytic reaction mechanism is observed, mainly 
through characterization of FETs. 
The formation and use of inorganic-capped PbS CQD inks that can be used as an 
alternative to the layer-by-layer processing to form crack-free, high quality thin films, are 
discussed in Chapter 4. With a short washing of single-step-deposited films, properties 
similar to the best layer-by-layer processed devices are achieved. The chemical and 
physical changes occurring during the washing are investigated and discussed in details, as 
a step towards making scalable, facile fabrication of CQD solids possible. 
Trying to overcome hole transport bottleneck in high quality inorganic PbS CQD solids, 
Chapter 5 describes a method to perform improve the hole mobility and concentration 
using a low temperature chemical approach, by changing the layer composition. The 
electron-hole mobility gap is strongly reduced in thin films with balanced stoichiometry, 
indicating changes in the electronic structure of the arrays. 
In Chapter 6, I show that organizing PbSe CQDs into ordered superlattices results in 
high charge carrier mobilities, and it can be further improved towards the single crystal 
values by epitaxially necking the neighboring particles. At the same time, the confinement 
of the layer is partially retained, realizing a true confined-but-connected quantum dot solid. 
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2. Reducing charge trapping in PbS colloidal 







Understanding and improving charge transport in colloidal quantum dot solids is crucial 
for the development of efficient solar cells based on these materials. In this chapter, I report 
the fabrication of high performance field-effect transistors based on lead-sulfide colloidal 
quantum dots (PbS CQDs) crosslinked with 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA). Electron 
mobility up to 0.03 cm2/Vs and on/off ratio above 105 were measured; the latter value is the 
highest in the literature for CQD FETs with silicon-oxide gating at the time of the 
experiments. The excellent results were achieved by using high quality material and 
preventing trap generation during fabrication and measurement. I also show that air 
exposure has a reversible p-type doping effect on the devices, and that - in contrary to the 
general understanding - MPA-treated PbS CQDs are n-type by nature. With this, I set the 
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2.1. Introduction 
Understanding and controlling the charge transport in colloidal quantum dot (CQD) 
solids has been targeted by many research groups worldwide due to their importance in the 
field of emerging photovoltaics.1,2 The most common method to test these properties is the 
fabrication and characterization of field-effect transistors (FETs). For example, lead-
selenide (PbSe) CQD FETs treated with hydrazine were reported to show n-type transport 
with electron mobility of 0.4 cm2/Vs,1 while p-type transport was achieved with hole 
mobility up to 0.3 cm2/Vs using PbSe with organic acid treatments.3 Sintering of metal-
chalcogenide-capped nanocrystals has led to n-type unipolar FETs showing band-like 
transport and electron mobility above 15 cm2/Vs.4,5 However, these devices show little or 
no quantum confinement, losing partially the advantages of CQDs. 
The quantum confinement can be maintained, when the CQDs are cross-linked by 
bifunctional organic ligands. FETs based on lead-sulfide CQDs and thiol linkers have been 
fabricated in the last few years, showing a variety of properties and performances.3,6,7 
Cross-linking with ethane-dithiol resulted in 10-3 cm2/Vs mobility for both electrons and 
holes in PMMA-gated FETs.8 Charge carrier mobility around 10-4 cm2/Vs for holes and 10-2 
cm2/Vs for electrons, and current modulation (on/off ratio) around 103 has been reported in 
lead-sulfide FETs using 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) as cross-linker and silicon-oxide 
gating, and mobility up to 1.9 cm2/Vs and 105 on/off ratio were measured in the same PbS-
MPA CQDs arrays when gated with highly efficient ionic-liquid-based ion gel.7 While 
these results are very promising, they are insufficient for applications. Moreover, further 
understanding of the transport mechanism, its limiting factors, the role of the material 
quality are necessary for the improvement of all colloidal QD based devices.  
The presence of trap states, to which can be ascribed part of the responsibility for the 
limited charge transport, has been shown in cross-linked PbS films.9,10 Charge carriers 
trapping decreases the carrier concentration, thus the mobility; therefore to improve 
mobility the trap concentration has to be reduced. Traps can have very different origin: i) 
introduced during synthesis either inside or to the CQDs surface; ii) generated during 
device fabrication; and iii) in the case of field effect transistors they can also be located at 
the interface between the active layer and the dielectric.  The H2O/O2 redox couple has 
been reported to efficiently trap electrons giving rise to p-type electrical characteristics 
especially in semiconductors deposited on SiO2 surfaces.
11 Desorption of oxygen is also 
suspected to cause hole de-doping in organic semiconductors.12 While the effect of oxygen 
and water has not been investigated in CQDs solids, we recently increased efficiency in 
Schottky-type solar cells by using high quality PbS CQDs obtained with an extended 
washing procedure.13 
In this chapter, we report the fabrication of high performance SiO2-gated ambipolar 
FETs using PbS CQDs and MPA as cross-linker. By using high quality CQDs and 
preventing traps to be generated during fabrication and characterization by working in 
ultra-clean environment, we obtain ambipolar transistor with on/off ratio up to 4×105 and 
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hole and electron mobilities of 0.03 cm2/Vs and 5×10-5 cm2/Vs, respectively. The effect of 
oxygen and water on the transport properties is investigated by exposing the field effect 
transistors to ambient conditions, which gave rise to p-type doped-like characteristics. 
Almost full recovery is achieved after annealing the devices in dry nitrogen. This finding 
has strong relevance for the understanding of the trap formation mechanism in CQDs 
solids. 
2.2. General characteristics of the PbS FETs 
 
Figure 2.1 a) n- and p-channel output characteristics of a PbS CQD field effect transistor 
measured at different gate voltages; b) n-channel (solid line) and p-channel (dashed line) 
transfer characteristics of the same device obtained in the linear regime. 
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Output and transfer characteristics of the best performing devices are reported in 
Figure 2.1. The transistors show strong ambipolar characteristics, with electrons being the 
dominating charge carriers (Figure 2.1(a)). This is the first report of n-channel current 
saturation in PbS CQD FETs. The corresponding asymmetric V-shaped transfer curves 
confirming the electron-dominated ambipolarity are shown in Figure 2.1(b). Mobility 
values up to 0.03 cm2/Vs for electrons and up to 2×10-4 cm2/Vs for holes are obtained. The 
measured electron mobility value is the highest ever reported for organic-crosslinked, SiO2-
gated PbS FETs. The very sharp subthreshold behavior (subthreshold swing about 2.7 
V/dec) in both channels indicates outstanding material quality. Current modulation (ratio of 
the ‘on’ and ’off’ currents) of 4×105 is measured in the n-channel, which is the highest ever 
reported for transistors using nanocrystals, including those fabricated with more efficient 
gating techniques.7,8,14 Such excellent properties in a simple coplanar SiO2 bottom-gate 
bottom-contact device confirms the outstanding material quality. 
We believe that the high electron mobility and on/off ratio are consequences of the high 
quality of the colloidal QDs and of the controlled fabrication conditions. We have recently 
demonstrated that an optimal control of the amount of ligands decorating the surface of the 
QDs can substantially influence the charge transport in diode structures, resulting in an 
increase in the short circuit current in solar cells.13 Limited oxygen and water concentration 
during device fabrication may also influence the crosslinking process because of the air-
sensitivity of the MPA linker. 
2.3. Effect of ambient conditions 
To prove the eventual disadvantageous effect of ambient conditions on the transport 
properties, devices were exposed to air for 30 minutes after their first characterization in 
glove box. The samples were then transferred back to the N2 glove box and directly re-
measured. Both output and transfer characteristics significantly changed upon exposure 
(Figure 2.2(a-b)). The exposed devices show quenched electron transport, with a 
simultaneous increase of about one order of magnitude of the hole current. No current 
saturation and very weak gate effect is observed in the exposed samples. The vanished 
ambipolarity, the strong threshold shift and the low gate modulation indicates high p-type 
doping, which is most probably magnified by the electron trapping induced by the oxygen-
water redox couple.11 
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Figure 2.2 ID-VD (output) characteristics of a transistor at different gate voltages measured 
a) directly after fabrication; b) after 30 minutes exposure to air and  
c) after re-annealing in dry N2 atmosphere. 
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Enhanced p-type doping has been shown in the past for PbS bulk samples,15 and more 
recently in PbS CQD thin films upon annealing in presence of oxygen,6 assigned in both 
cases to oxidation of the sample surface. In our case, to understand if the doping of the 
active layer is determined by chemical reactions happening at the QDs surface or it is a 
reversible phenomenon, the samples were annealed for 1 hour at 120°C in a dry N2 
glovebox (Figure 2.2(c)). After re-annealing, the samples at room temperature display 
ambipolar behavior and almost full recovery of their pristine characteristics, indicating 
removal of the electron traps. The corresponding transfer curves are compared on Figure 
2.3. The recovery is almost complete, with the measured electron ‘on’ current reaching the 
same order of magnitude as in the fresh device, while the hole ‘on’ current drops back to 
the value measured in pristine devices. Additionally, the ‘off’ current after annealing is also 
fairly similar to that of the fresh samples. 
 
Figure 2.3 Comparison of transfer characteristics of a device measured before (black dots) 
and after (blue squares) being exposed to ambient conditions and  
after re-annealing (red triangles). 
These observations are confirmed by the comparison of the mobility, on/off ratio and 
subthreshold swing values for a set of samples before exposure, after exposure and after 
annealing, which are summarized in Figure 2.4. In case of the exposed samples, the lack of 
electron current did not allow to extract any of these parameters for electrons. The average 
hole mobility slightly increased upon exposure from 8.6×10-5 cm2/Vs to 1.9×10-4 cm2/Vs; 
the current modulation plummeted from around 200 to below 10, while the subthreshold 
swing showed a 10-fold increase. The re-annealing process slightly decreases the hole 
mobility compared to the exposed sample, but the values are still higher than in the fresh 
films. Also the electron mobility reached 0.015 cm2/Vs, which is slightly lower than what 
was measured in the unexposed devices.  
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Figure 2.4 Comparison of electrons (black squares) and holes (red triangles) transport 
parameters for pristine samples, after exposure to ambient conditions and after re-
annealing: a) mobility, b) on/off current ratio, and c) subthreshold swing. 
Charge carrier trapping in localized mid-gap states easily results in lower mobility as it 
decreases the effective carrier concentration in the channel. The presence of trapping states 
thus can explain the lower electron ‘on’ currents in the exposed and recovered devices. If 
the concentration of localized states in the band gap is high, mid-gap hopping transport can 
occur, which may cause a ‘current leakage’ throughout the device explaining the increased 
‘off’ current measured in the annealed samples. However, doping can eventually increase 
the current for similar reasons; the higher hole mobility in the recovered samples is possibly 
a result of permanent p-type doping upon exposure. Nevertheless, we have to mention that 
the huge decrease in electron concentration itself can be the cause of the enhanced hole 
current.  
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According to Martel et al., the O2/H2O redox couple acts as an electron trap in the 
channel,11 showing enhanced activity on polar surfaces due to more efficient absorption. 
Moreover, it has been reported that the electrical characteristics of graphene layers show 
significant changes upon adsorbing of small molecules, which is shown to stem from net 
charge transfer from graphene to the adsorbates.16,17 In case of PbS nanoparticles, the 
situation is complicated by their composite nature. Bulk PbS is an intrinsic semiconductor, 
however the ligand chemistry strongly influences the doping level through changing of the 
density of states.18,19 This effect is irreversible in practice, as the preferred ligands for film 
formation bind strongly to the PbS surface changing eventually its chemical composition. 
In our samples, the effective doping upon exposure result to be reversible, indicating the 
adsorption of H2O and oxygen molecules. However, the small irreversible part of the 
changes observed after annealing is probably due to oxidation of the surface of the PbS or 
to chemical reaction involving the ligands. 
2.4. Conclusion 
In this work, we investigated the possibility of suppressing charge trapping in PbS CQD 
solids. Improved ambipolar charge transport is achieved by using high quality nanocrystals 
and by thoroughly controlling the fabrication and measurement environment. Record 
electron mobility of 0.03 cm2/Vs and n-channel current modulation of 4x105 are achieved 
in non-sintered, SiO2-gated PbS FETs, when both strategies are implemented. These results 
show that 3-mercaptopropionic acid is a strong n-type dopant for PbS CQDs. The device 
performances result to be highly sensitive on exposure to ambient condition, the original n-
type material turned to p-type after exposure and restored upon mild annealing. Such a 
strong reversible changes in the doping has never been reported for CQD solids. Physical 
adsorption of oxygen and/or water can explain the observed characteristics. By acting as 
electron traps, these molecules can cause an effective p-type doping, in agreement with the 
law of mass action. The heavy p-type doping is reversible upon desorption of the dopants. 
Such control of the doping level allows balancing the electron and hole mobilities in PbS 
CQD films, resulting in outstanding ambipolar characteristics. Finally, the understanding of 
the trap mechanism in CQDs can have a large importance in the improvement of CQDs-
based solar cells as well as on the use of CQDs for transistor applications. 
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2.5. Experimental methods 
For the device fabrication, PbS quantum dots are synthetized and cleaned according to a 
previously described procedure, which gave highly efficient Schottky solar cells.13 The 
layers are fabricated by spin-coating from a 5 mg/ml chloroform solution; the original oleic 
acid ligands are replaced by MPA cross-linkers upon 30 s immersion and a subsequent 
spin-drying step. After repeating these steps five times, the samples are annealed at 140°C 
for 20 minutes. The films are deposited onto silicon substrates covered by a thermally 
grown oxide layer of 230 nm and photolithography-patterned gold electrodes with 20 μm 
channel length and 10 mm width. The output (ID-VD) and transfer (ID-VG) characteristics of 
these field-effect transistors are investigated by using an Agilent E5270B Semiconductor 
Parameter Analyzer. The transfer curves in the linear regime are used to extract mobilities, 
current modulation and threshold values. Electron and hole mobility values are calculated 
from the linear current regime according to the gradual channel approximation and using 
parallel plane capacitor estimation for the gate electrode charge accumulation. The device 
fabrication and characterization was performed in highly clean (Tr.O2<0.1 ppm; Tr.H2O 
<0.1 ppm), dry nitrogen atmosphere (glovebox).  
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3. Counterion-mediated ligand exchange for PbS 





In the past years halide capping became one of the most promising strategies to 
passivate the surface of colloidal quantum dots (CQD) in thin films to be used for electronic 
and optoelectronic device fabrication due to the convenient processing, the strong n-type 
characteristics and ambient stability of the devices. Here we investigate the effect of three 
counterions (ammonium, methylammonium and tetrabutylammonium) in iodide salts used 
for treating CQD thin films, and shed light to the mechanism of the ligand exchange. We 
obtain two- and three-dimensional square-packed PbS CQD superlattices with epitaxial 
merging of nearest neighbor CQDs as a direct outcome of the ligand-exchange reaction, 
and show that the order in the layer can be controlled by the nature of the counterion. 
Furthermore, we demonstrate that the acidity of the environment plays an important role in 
the substitution of the carboxylates by iodide ions at the surface of lead-chalcogenide 
quantum dots. Finally, we show that single-step blade-coating and immersion in a ligand 
exchange solution such as the one containing methylammonium iodide can be used to 
fabricate well performing bottom-gate/bottom-contact PbS CQD field effect transistors with 





This chapter is based on the publication: 
D. M. Balazs, D. N. Dirin, H. Fang, L. Protesescu, G. H. ten Brink, B. J. Kooi, M. V. 
Kovalenko, M. A. Loi, ACS Nano 9 (2015) 11951.  
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3.1. Introduction 
In 2011, the use of halides during the CQD synthesis was suggested to passivate surface 
traps.1,2 Subsequently, these halides were found to replace the original ligands, resulting in 
n-type CQD solids.3 This partial halide shell provides a very good passivation of the CQD 
surface resulting in CQD solids with excellent air stability lacking using the traditional, 
thiol ligands; the effectiveness of such treatment was demonstrated with the fabrication of 
highly efficient (8.5%) and ambient-stable solar cells.4-6 The insertion of heteroatoms onto 
the surface of the CQDs modifies their electronic structure and can be considered a sort of 
‘doping’.7 Such doping was also exploited to obtain increased thermoelectric effects using 
hydrochloric acid-treated lead-chalcogenide CQDs.8 Following these early successes, 
solution-phase LE to halides, pseudohalides and halometallates have also been 
accomplished.9-12 
Even in such relatively simple ligand type as atomic halides, a large range of possibilities 
is provided by the broad variability of the organic salts and possible solvents. So far, most 
works have been performed using tetrabutylammonium-iodide (TBAI) dissolved in 
methanol. However, it has been noticed that using methanol or isopropanol result in 
different transport properties, but no light was shed to the origin of this difference.13 
However, the non-trivial general role of the solvent in the LE process has also been 
reported.14-16 Methanol (compared to other common solvents) has a superior ability to strip 
the CQD surface from weakly bound ligands, while acetonitrile in the same process is 
practically inactive. 
Here we report about the efficiency of solid-state LE of PbS CQDs with three different 
iodide salts, namely, ammonium iodide (NH4I), methylammonium iodide (CH3NH3
+I-, 
MAI), and tetrabutylammonium iodide ((C4H9)4N
+I-, TBAI). The first two have been used 
so far only in solution-phase LE, with limited success.12,17 To prove the effectiveness of the 
LE, in addition to the standard analytical techniques such as infrared absorption and 
HRTEM, we fabricate field-effect transistors (FETs), and investigate the photoexcitation 
dynamics of the CQD solids. We reveal the different degree of ordering upon the use of 
different salts, prove that the counterions play a role in the LE, and show the connection 
between the reactivity difference and the actual device performance. Furthermore, we 
demonstrate that the LE is hindered in aprotic conditions, showing that the process is acid-
catalyzed, explaining, in this way, the role of the counterions. Importantly, we achieve 
epitaxial fusion of the CQDs and growth of multilayer superlattices by exposing the as-
deposited OA capped CQDs to the LE solutions, and show that the order depends on the 
reaction conditions. The good superlattice organization obtained with MAI is also evident 
in the fabricated FETs, which display electron mobility up to 0.05 cm2/Vs, n-channel on/off 
ratio up to 106 and subthreshold swing as low as 2.4 V/dec. These findings might ease the 
fabrication in the near future of cheap and efficient CQD solar cells. 
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Figure 3.1 TEM micrographs of (a) as-deposited PbS CQDs and solids formed via 
exposure to b) NH4I, c) MAI, and d) TBAI solutions. The original hexagonal symmetry 
changes to square-like after the treatments, and a different degree of ordering is observable 
between the samples. 
3.2. Nanostructure: influence of the counterions and epitaxial 
fusion 
First, the influence of different cations in iodide salts used for the LE on the 
nanostructure of the layer is investigated. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
images of as-deposited films and ones prepared with the three different salts are reported in 
Figure 3.1. The oleic acid-capped particles arrange in a hexagonal close-packed fashion, as 
can be seen in Fig. 3.1(a). A square-lattice arrangement is observable on panels (b-d), 
which is clearly induced during the LE process. Interestingly, the domain size appears to 
depend on the applied counterion in the LE process. Domains of only a few CQDs and a 
single layer are observed for the sample fabricated with NH4I (Fig. 3.1(b)), extended 
lattices and simultaneous formation of double layers are found in MAI (Fig. 3.1(c), see the 
darker areas on the right side of the image); even larger domains and multiple layers are 
present in the case of TBAI-treated samples (Fig. 3.1(d)).  
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A High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) image of the QDs 
assembled with MAI, and its 2D Fourier-transformation (FT) are displayed in Figure 3.2(a) 
and 1(b), respectively. The real-space image shows that the CQDs are oriented in the same 
crystallographic direction. The combination of two patterns is observed on the FT image; in 
addition to the broad first- and second-order pattern of the rock-salt PbS structure, the 
smaller features related to the larger spacing of the superlattice are also visible around the 
zero order (since the unit vectors of the superlattice are roughly 15 times longer than the 
PbS lattice vectors). The profile extracted from the FT image is shown on panel (c), 
demonstrating that the directions of the two diffraction patterns coincide, and that the 
primitive vectors of the superlattice lie in the <100> directions of the PbS rock-salt lattice 
(see also Fig. 3.2(d)). Analogous self-organization along <100> axes has been observed 
earlier for square18-22 and honeycomb23 PbSe CQD superlattices. Both PbS and PbSe CQDs 
are usually approximated as truncated octahedron or rhombicuboctahedron with 3 types of 
facets: {100}, {110} and {111} (Fig. 3.2(e)). Among those, {100} is the least acidic with 
Pb coordination number 5 whereas Pb atoms on {110} and {111} facets have coordination 
numbers 4 and 3, respectively. This should lead to a higher affinity of anionic ligand 
species to the latter facets leaving {100} facets more opened. Zherebetskyy et al., 
calculated that un-passivated {100} facets of PbS CQDs have approximately 2 times lower 
surface energy than the {111} facets and ligands can be easily removed from the {100} 
surface.24 These facts together explain the observed self-organization of lead chalcogenide 
CQDs along <100> axes upon the exchange of bulky organic ligands with small inorganic 
anions.  
Furthermore, the honeycomb PbSe superlattices reported in ref. 23 fit these observation 
as well, since they can be considered as formed by the same primitive cubic superlattice 
viewed from the <111> direction. This orientation is formed and stabilized by the affinity 
difference of the OA to the different facets, and the preferred exposure of the {111} facets 
to the surrounding medium due to the higher OA-coverage. In our case, the reactive in situ 
LE to small anions allows minimum amount of bulky organic leftovers, and the substrate 
used in these experiments has no preference towards the capped facets, leading to a denser 
structure, where the <100> axis perpendicular to the surface. Similarly, drying of colloidal 
solutions of PbS QDs with undetectable amount of bulky organic ligands (prepared by 
solution-phase LE to PbI3
- anions, with MA+ as counterion)10 also form square superlattices 
with CQD orientation along <100> axes (Fig. 3.3).  
The higher resolution image in Fig. 3.2(d) reveals that the CQDs’ crystal lattice is 
continuous at the necking points, in other words the CQDs are epitaxially fused together 
along the {100} facets. The superlattice spacing is found to be about 4.5 nm for iodide-
capped CQDs of 3.8 nm size, and does not depend on the cation employed, in case of 
ordered domains. The increase of bond length in CQD superlattices with face-to-face 
attachment was observed and discussed also in ref. 23 and 25; briefly, after atomic 
orientation of the CQDs, a gradual removal of remaining ligands occurs, which is followed 
by diffusion of Pb and S atoms into the interdot gap. Obviously, the inter-particle distance 
right before necking depends on the original ligand size. This explains why the observed 
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bond lengths (neck stretching) are constant for all iodide-capped CQDs, and gives a 
convenient tool for further controlling the nanostructure of the layer. 
 
Figure 3.2 (a) Real-space and (b) Fourier-transformed HRTEM images, and (c) an 
extracted line profile from the FT image of a domain showing that the superlattice consists 
of CQDs oriented the same direction after treatment; (d) high resolution image on the 
oriented assembly showing epitaxially connected CQDs; (e) schematic structure with the 
main facets of a PbS CQD. 
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Figure 3.3 TEM images of MAPbI3-capped PbS CQDs deposited (a) from pure PC and (b) 
with MFA additive showing the different degree of organization. 
As mentioned above, the CQDs appear to have reoriented during the LE process in order 
to interact between each other with the same facets, minimizing in this way the overall 
surface area, analogously to the “oriented attachment” occurring in solution.25 This implies 
that the self-orientation of the single QDs induces a macroscopic orientation at the 
superlattice-level. The orientation is so powerful that it occurs even during a rapid LE 
employed in this research. It is important to notice that this assembly occurs in three 
dimensions, as seen from the multilayer structures on Fig. 3.1(c-d), opening up exciting 
possibilities in designing new QD-based metamaterials. 
3.3. Optical properties 
Absorbance, steady-state and time-resolved photoluminescence of the three samples 
prepared with different iodide salts were recorded to understand if the observed differences 
in the nanostructures affect the electronic configuration and therefore the photophysical 
properties. Figure 3.4(a) reports the absorption spectra displaying a well-pronounced 
excitonic peak for all three samples and identical peak position (1070 nm). The 
photoluminescence spectra of the different samples in Figure 3.4(b) are also practically 
identical with peaks around 1240 nm. Furthermore, the time resolved measurements (Figure 
3.4(c)) performed on the samples in inert atmosphere also display very similar lifetimes. 
The same peak position of the absorption and the photoluminesce spectra and the similar 
excitation lifetimes suggest that the samples are electronically identical (the emission 
originates from the same state) and that the degree of electronic wavefunction 
delocalization, thus the average electronic coupling is also identical.  
Recently, a dependence of the PL lifetime on the TBAI concentration was reported by 
Bawendi et al. for PbS CQDs.26 For concentrations similar to what is used in this work, 
much slower decay was observed. Besides their instrument having a worse time resolution, 
the higher coupling achieved here through longer exposure to the LE solution and more 
careful washing may be the origin of the difference. 
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Figure 3.4. Optical spectroscopy data of thin films prepared with the three salts: a) 
absorbance b) steady-state and c) time-resolved photoluminescence. The data indicate no 
difference in the electronic coupling. 
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3.4. Transport properties determined by the ligand exchange 
conditions 
For the prospective applications, we sought to shed light onto the influence of the 
counterions on the charge transport properties. Field-effect transistors (FETs) are 
exceptionally sensitive to the material’s quality; therefore they can be used as a general 
testing method, although one has to consider numerous factors that influence the measured 
current. We fabricated FETs of PbS CQDs using blade-coating, which is known to be an 
efficient and scalable method for the preparation of solution-based thin films. This one-step 
deposition allows simplifying the fabrication of CQDs transistors, going away from the 
material-costly spin-coating method and from the time-consuming layer-by-layer 
approach.27,28 Details of the fabrication are reported in the experimental section; briefly, we 
deposit the desired thickness on a pre-patterned Si/SiO2 substrate, which also acts as the 
gate electrode, the CQD layer is then dipped into the LE solution.  
 
Figure 3.5 (a) ID-VG curves of PbS CQD FETs fabricated using different LE solutions; 
 (b) extracted linear regime electron mobility and n-channel subthreshold swing values  
for the different ligands. 
Figure 3.5(a) shows the transfer curves of FETs fabricated with 30 nm PbS films treated 
with the three different solutions. We compare the subthreshold and the linear current 
regime behavior using the extracted subthreshold swing and mobility values in Figure 
3.5(b). All transfer curves show similar main characteristics, electron-dominated weak 
ambipolarity, with a substantially different quality of the transport for the different ligands. 
In contrast to the CQD organization trend observed on the TEM images, the maximum 
currents show a TBAI<NH4I≈MAI trend, which is confirmed by the extracted mobility 
values. The subthreshold swing was found to be the lowest for the FET prepared using 
MAI, and was the highest for the one with NH4I. There is only a marginal difference 
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between the ‘on’ state behaviors of the NH4I- and MAI-treated samples, but their ‘off’ 
currents are considerably different. The FET prepared with TBAI showed instrument-
limited ‘off’ current, likely hiding the real subthreshold region, which might be due to the 
overall lower conductivity. One and three order of magnitude higher ‘off’ currents were 
measured in the MAI and NH4I samples, respectively; the increase may be explained with 
the generation (or left-over) of charged species in the band gap during the LE. 
 
Figure 3.6 Hysteresis of the (a) off-state voltage and (b) mobility in FETs prepared with 
MAI and TBAI reactants, and (c) ratio of electron and hole mobilities. 
The subthreshold swing is a direct measure of the sub-bandgap trap density in the thin 
film and at its interface with the dielectric.29 Since the SiO2 surface is the same in all 
fabricated devices, the bulk properties of the films account for the difference in the swing. 
The higher swing (lower logarithmic slope in the subthreshold region) means higher trap 
density, or in other words, more states to be filled before the Fermi-level reaches the 
conduction band. Based on the TEM results (Fig. 3.1), the increased energy disorder due to 
positional disorder may also account for the different trap density, resulting in a wider and 
deeper distribution of energy levels. However, the significance of this influence is minimal, 
since the transport in disordered systems generally occurs through states below the 
conduction band (above the valence band), leading to an apparent shallower band tail.30 
Comparing the hysteresis of the MAI- and TBAI-treated samples (Fig. 3.6), it is clear that 
the subthreshold behavior is similar in the forward and reverse scans for both samples 
(ruling out large difference in the sub-bandgap energy distribution and significant filling of 
these states). However, the difference between the forward and reverse slopes is significant, 
which correlates with filling the trap states below the transport edge, causing a mobility 
increase.31 This shift is higher in the TBAI-based FET (showing 10-fold mobility increase 
compared to the 2.7-fold in the MAI-based FET); this fact together with the minimal 
difference in the sub-bandgap trap density suggest the presence of deep trap states. A 
difference in the doping levels may also explain the overall higher conductivity achieved 
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with MAI treatment compared to the TBAI one. However, a change in the dopant 
concentration is expected to shift the ratio of the hole and electron mobilities, which 
balance is roughly the same for TBAI and MAI. Consequently, the low conductivity of the 
TBAI sample seems to be related to a higher amount of traps. In the case of NH4I the 
electron/hole balance changes significantly respect to the other two ligands, see and the 
mobility ratios on Fig. 3.6(c), indicating a probable extrinsic doping (leftover of charge 
species) which is also in agreement with the higher off current.  
FTIR spectra of the films were taken (Figure 3.7) to check the completeness of the LE. 
The peaks around 2900 and 1400-1600 cm-1 are signatures of the remaining oleic acid after 
LE for the same 1 min exposure time; significant presence of ammonium ions can be ruled 
out since the NH or CN signatures are missing. Remains of OA are seen in the NH4I-, and 
in increased amount in the TBAI-treated samples, suggesting incomplete LE, while no 
traces of oleic acid can be detected in samples prepared using with MAI.  
 
Figure 3.7. (c) FTIR spectra of the different samples showing varying amount of oleic acid. 
Altogether these findings suggest that MAI is superior to both NH4I and TBAI for the 
fabrication of well performing CQD FETs. Therefore the deposition process was further 
optimized for high mobility and low subthreshold swing. In Figure 3.8 are reported the 
output and transfer characteristics of the best device. A n-channel on/off ratio around 106 
and subthreshold swing as low as 2.4 V/dec are the most relevant features. The latter is the 
lowest value reported for CQD transistors using SiO2 gating. In these samples, the electron 
mobility is around 0.5 cm2/Vs, while the hole mobility is much lower (3x10-5 cm2/Vs). 
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Figure 3.8 (a) Schematic device structure of the PbS CQD FETs (b) ID-VD (output) and (c) 
ID-VG (transfer) characteristics measured in one of the champion MAI-treated devices. The 
average mobility is 0.043±0.011 cm2/Vs and the average subthreshold swing is 4.0±0.9 
V/dec calculated on 95% confidence from 14 samples. 
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3.5. Catalytic mechanism of the ligand exchange process 
As observed already with the TEM reported in Fig. 3.1, treatments of the same duration 
result in films with different disorder depending on the counterion used. Also, partial 
delamination and cracking of the films is observed frequently using NH4I, and only very 
occasionally using MAI. These phenomena seems to suggest that the LE for NH4I is too 
fast to leave sufficient time for a full reorganization of the CQDs; at the same time, the LE 
using TBAI appears to be mild, but incomplete, resulting in many defect states and large 
oleic acid leftover. These observations could indicate a reactivity difference between the 
three salts; we therefore investigated if the LE is acid catalyzed and if the acidity of the 
cations influences the exchange rate. 
To test this hypothesis, we performed experiments where no protic species are present 
(namely TBAI, the non-protic salt was dissolved in aprotic acetonitrile). By measuring the 
transistor fabricated in this way, we found that the LE does not take place in fully aprotic 
conditions, even up to 10 minutes exposure, as shown on Figure 3.9(a). Large amount of 
oleic acid was found in the film (see the bound COO- peak at around 1530 cm-1 and the CH 
stretching peaks around 2900 cm-1 (Figure 3.9(b)), and the film remained soluble in apolar 
solvents. We observed the same inactivity using other polar aprotic solvents, such as 
propylene carbonate and γ-butyrolactone (Fig. 3.10). However, upon addition of formic 
acid to the acetonitrile solution, the LE takes place as in methanol, and the film turns 
conductive; the conductivity in both n- and p-channels depends on the acid concentration 
(see Fig. 3.9(a)). Importantly, the sign of the charge carriers in these experiments is 
significantly different from that of the formic acid-only treatment, which suggests that the 
CQDs are not capped by formate instead of iodide, but the former assists the attachment of 
the latter. Proof for the removal of the oleic acid and the absence of bound formate species 
is obtained by FTIR measurements showing no signs of either CH or bound COO- peaks 
(Fig. 3.9(b)). 
The fast oleic acid‒formic acid replacement is driven by the higher adsorption energy of 
the shorter aliphatic ligand in polar solvent, since the functional groups are the same.32 
Energetically, the same stands for the oleate‒iodide couple (given the high lattice energy of 
lead-iodide), but the lack of acidic species in the mixture seems to hinder the reaction. 
Based on this difference, we suggest that the presence of acidic species in the solution can 
stabilize ligand removal analogously to the equilibrium ligand stripping achieved in ref. 22. 
The surface is then partially “naked”, and the equilibrium will be shifted towards capping 
with the strongest binding ligand present in the solution, in the order: 
oleate<formate<iodide. Whether the stabilization is of protic or Lewis-acidic origin, 
remains a topic of future investigations.  
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Figure 3.9 (a) ID-VG (transfer) curves of FETs fabricated using acetonitrile solutions 
containing 10 mM TBAI and 0 mM, 1 mM or 10 mM HCOOH; (b) the corresponding FTIR 
spectra showing the removal of oleic acid and the lack of carboxylate groups in the iodide-
treated sample in presence of acid. 
 
Figure 3.10. FTIR spectra of PbS-OA thin films after treatment with TBAI in different 
solvents (AcN: acetonitrile, PC: propylene carbonate, GBL: γ-butyrolactone). The 
absorbance peaks show very similar OA content. 
Furthermore, we found that LE occurs when the PbS CQD film is exposed to MAI 
dissolved in acetonitrile, likely through the mediation of the acidic counterion. If the 
reaction is indeed happening through the contribution of acidic species, addition of a base 
(with low affinity to the surface) will decrease the LE reaction rate. To demonstrate the 
deactivation of the LE solution, we added different concentrations of triethylamine (TEA) 
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in an acetonitrile solution of MAI. With this, we expect that the acidity of the MA+ will be 
masked by its interaction with the strongest base present, the TEA. We found that films 
treated at higher pH show lower conductivity after the same exposure time (Figure 3.11(a)), 
and the amount of oleic acid remaining in the film increases accordingly (Figure 3.11(b)). 
The simultaneous variation of the p-channel and n-channel currents in the transistor 
suggests increasing resistance in the layer, and not doping or trapping effects, which would 
influence only one of the channels. Moreover, the CH2 and CH3 peak ratios, the similar 
trend in the COO- peak and the lack of CN vibration also rule out TEA being adsorbed on 
the surface; therefore the incomplete exchange of the OA is the cause of the lower current. 
 
Figure 3.11. a) ID-VG (transfer) curves measured in layers treated with acetonitrile 
solutions containing 10 mM MAI and 1 mM, 10 mM or 100 mM TEA; b) the corresponding 
FTIR spectra showing different amount of remaining oleic acid at different pH. 
The same consideration about the pH effect on ligand removal is relevant not only for the 
original organic ligands, but also for the new inorganic anionic species (e.g. PbI3
-). Since 
ligand removal can be promoted/hindered by the presence/absence of acidic species, one 
can control the rate of the CQDs’ “oriented attachment” by solvent acidity. In order to 
prove it, we used two solutions of MAPbI3-capped PbS CQDs: the first, in net aprotic 
protophobic propylene carbonate (PC), and the second in PC with addition of N-
methylformamide (MFA:PC=1:100), which is a strong H-bond donor solvent (one of the 
strongest among the non-alcohols). We observed the previously described square-ordered 
superlattices in both cases, but the level of ordering was noticeably different (Fig. 3.3(a-b)). 
The sample deposited from pure PC demonstrated relatively low level of ordering, whereas 
the MFA additive allowed notable extension of the ordered domains of QDs. In this case, 
the non-acidic PC does not provide a driving force for the ligand removal in solution, thus 
only a low number of CQDs have ligand-free, reactive facets that can participate in the 
“oriented attachment”. On the other hand, PbI3
- ions are stabilized in solution in the 
presence of MFA,10 increasing the number of “naked” CQDs, which is a prerequisite for the 
“oriented attachment” and the formation of large domains. 
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Clearly, the reactivity of the environment affects the CQDs ordering during in situ LE, as 
well as the transport in the layer. The use of TBAI, where only the weak acid solvent 
catalyzes the LE, leads to extended superlattice domains, since more time is available for 
the “oriented attachment”. However, when considering the electronic properties, the lower 
reactivity is less attractive, since low conductivity and worse material quality (in sense of 
high trap density) are achieved. The lower acidity of isopropanol than methanol can also 
account for the increased trap density reported in the literature.13 Longer (e.g. 10 minute) 
exposure to the TBAI-methanol solution leads to improvement in the transport, but the 
mobility is still below that of in the MAI sample. This suggests that there may be other 
factors causing the dissimilar conductivity, such as the TBA+ ions being unable to diffuse 
fast through the layer. If the solubilized oleates are not replaced by iodide ions due to 
diffusion problems, the unbalanced surface chemistry will likely cause charge trapping. 
Consequently, if one aims for one-step deposition of thicker layers (e.g. hundreds of 
nanometers for a solar cell) at a reasonable timescale, TBAI has to be dropped and a 
different salt has to be chosen. 
The acidic ammonium and methylammonium cations increase the reactivity of the LE 
solution, leading to higher disorder, with FET mobilities invariant with the exposure time 
within the measurement reproducibility limits. However, the ‘off’ current is very high in the 
NH4I-treated sample, which is either result of the presence of mobile ionic species, or stems 
from the increased n-type doping. As we have demonstrated here a fine tuning of the 
reactivity of the ligands may be obtain by tuning the acidity of the solution. 
3.6. Conclusions 
To conclude, we showed that epitaxial growth of extended CQD superlattices can be 
obtained simply by immersing a PbS CQD film into a solution of an iodine salt, and that 
these ordered regions extend in 3D leading to largely improved FETs subthreshold 
behavior. We found that TBAI dissolved in methanol shows low reactivity, not providing 
complete LE in a short time, while both MAI and NH4I are capable thereof. We delivered 
proof for an acidic catalysis mechanism of the exchange of carboxylates on the surface of 
lead-chalcogenides to iodide ions, likely through improved organic ligand displacement. 
Furthermore, the higher reactivity of NH4I compared to MAI is due to the higher acidity of 
the cation which is responsible for a higher disorder and worse carrier transport in the 
layers. Finally, we showed that single-step blade-coating and immersion in a LE solution 
can be used to fabricate well performing bottom-gate/bottom-contact PbS CQD field effect 
transistors. 
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3.7. Experimental methods 
Materials: The reagents and solvents mentioned below were used as received. 
Methylammonium iodide was prepared following a literature recipe.33 Briefly, 24 mL 
methylamine (33% in ethanol) and 10 mL HI (57% in water) are mixed in 100 mL ethanol 
at 0°C with constant stirring for 2 h. The salt is formed upon evaporation of the solvent at 
60 °C on a hotplate, and the product is washed three times with ethyl ether and dried in 
vacuum at 60 °C overnight. PbS quantum dots of 3.8 nm diameter capped with oleic acid 
and dispersed in chloroform were synthetized as reported previously, using a hot-injection 
method.34 A lead precursor solution consisting of 1.516 g PbAc2·H2O in 50 ml ODE and 
4.5 ml OA is vacuum dried at 120 ºC in a three-neck reaction flask. The temperature is 
subsequently raised to 145 ºC after which a sulfur precursor of 0.420 ml TMS2S in 10 ml 
ODE is quickly injected and the flask cooled in a water bath. Toluene and ethanol are added 
to the solution, followed by centrifugation to separate the QDs. Two more washing steps 
are performed by re-dispersion in toluene and precipitation by ethanol, and then the 
particles are dried. Re-dispersion in anhydrous chloroform and precipitation with methanol 
results in the desired cleanness, followed by re-dispersion in anhydrous chloroform. 
Anhydrous solvents were also used for the fabrication of samples for spectroscopy and 
transistors. 
PbS CQDs for LE with MAPbI3 were prepared in the same way except that 30 mL ODE 
and 20mL OA was used, whereas injection was carried out at 120°C. After washing CQDs 
were redissolved in hexane. LE was performed according to the literature recipe.10 1.5 
mmol of MAI and 1.5mmol of PbI2 were dissolved in 30 mL MFA. Solution of organically-
capped PbS CQDs in hexane (150mg/30mL) was added to ligand solution. The biphasic 
system was stirred vigorously for 12 hours, until the CQDs are completely transferred from 
nonpolar to polar organic phase. The hexane layer was removed and the MFA solution was 
rinsed 3 times with pure hexane. To remove the excess of metal halide ligands, the particles 
were precipitated from MFA by acetone, centrifuged and redispersed in 1.5mL MFA. 
TEM characterization: TEM micrographs were taken using a FEI Tecnai G2, a JEOL 
JEM-2010 or a Hitachi HD2700CS (STEM) instrument; Fourier-transform images were 
calculated from selected areas of the micrographs. OA-capped PbS CQDs were deposited 
onto carbon grids by drop-casting from a dilute solution, followed by immersion in the LE 
solution and solvent. The MFA solution was diluted 100 times by propylene carbonate, and 
the samples were dried at 80°C in vacuum. For PC solution of CQDs, we additionally 
precipitated MAPbI3-capped particles from MFA by toluene and re-dissolved in pure PC. 
Samples from PC have been dried on TEM grids at 85°C in vacuum. 
FET fabrication: For device fabrication, oleic acid-capped quantum dots were deposited 
by blade-coating on HMDS-treated Si/SiO2 wafers with pre-patterned gold electrodes.
35 
The optimal parameters for the deposition were found to be 10 mg/ml CQD concentration, 
25 mm/s blade speed and 30°C substrate temperature, resulting in 20-22 nm thickness. The 
films were immersed in a 10 mM solution of the ligand in methanol (or acetonitrile) for 1 
minute, and then washed with clean solvent for another minute. The reaction time was 
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measured precisely to get comparable results. These parameters were used for all the 
devices, unless it is specifically mentioned. The fabrication was finished by baking the 
samples at 120°C for 20 minutes, which does not sinter the CQDs. All steps took place in a 
glovebox, as well as the transport measurements. For this, an Agilent E5262A 
semiconductor parameter analyzer was used. The mobility values were calculated from the 
linear regime transfer curves, from the forward scan (|VD| increases in time) to avoid the 
screening effect of trapped carriers.36 Similar behavior observed in >10 devices confirmed 
the reproducibility. 
FTIR measurements were performed on films deposited on double-polished silicon 
wafers following the protocol used for FET fabrication. The measurements were done using 
a Bruker IFS 66/v in transmission mode or with a Shimadzu IRTracer100-ATR averaging 
50 scans. 
Photoluminescence spectroscopy: Photoluminescence measurements were performed on 
samples prepared on quartz substrates by 4 times repeating the deposition to achieve ~90 
nm thickness. The second harmonic (400 nm) of a Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent, Mira 900, 
repetition rate 76 MHz) was used to excite the samples. The optical emission was spectrally 
dispersed in a single spectrometer and recorded by a cooled array-detector (Andor, iDus 1.7 
µm). Time-resolved PL spectra were detected using a Hamamatsu streak camera with a 
cathode sensitive to near-IR radiation. The excitation density was reduced to 7 μJ/cm2 by a 
neutral density filter and the samples were encapsulated to prevent photodegradation during 
the experiment. All PL transients were fitted with bi-exponential functions.  
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4. Colloidal quantum dot inks for single-step-







Ligand exchange, the process of removing the surfactants from the surface of colloidal 
quantum dots is a crucial step in making the solid films conductive. Performing it on solid 
films leads to cracks, increased disorder and the formation of defects. Hence the formation 
of thick, device-grade films have only been possible through layer-by-layer processing, 
limiting the technological interest for quantum dot solids. Solution-phase ligand exchange 
before deposition allows for the direct deposition of thick, homogeneous films suitable for 
device applications. In this paper, fabrication of field-effect transistors in a single step is 
reported using blade-coating, a scalable, industrially relevant technique. Most importantly, 
a post-deposition washing step results in device properties comparable to the best layer-by-
layer processed devices, opening the way for large scale fabrication and further interest 
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4.1. Introduction 
The practical bottleneck in the fabrication process is the difficulty of forming high 
quality (i.e. crack-free, dense, ordered) thick arrays in a single step.1 As-synthesized CQDs 
are capped with long, insulating organic ligands that passivate the CQD surface and allow 
their colloidal dispersion. These ligands need to be removed or exchanged to achieve 
electronic coupling of QDs in solids. Such ligand exchange is usually performed on CQDs 
which are already assembled in thin film that causes serious cracking and limits to work 
with rather thin layers, and a layer-by-layer approach is often used to achieve the necessary 
film thickness and quality. 2-4 In the last decade, a number of methods to perform ligand 
exchange in liquid phase prior to the formation of CQD solids were reported.5-7 
Replacement of the hydrophobic, organic ligands by small, highly-charged inorganic ones 
is accompanied by the migration of the CQDs from the original apolar solvent to a polar 
one. Chalcogenidometallate complexes, chalcogenides, halides, pseudohalides, and 
halometallates have been proposed for such processes.5,8-10 Halides and halometallates 
show the most prospects for solar cell applications due to the better electronic passivation 
of the CQD surface.11-14 FETs based on inorganic-capped PbSe inks have been reported 
with electron mobilities ranging from 0.03 to 2 cm2/Vs (depending on annealing 
temperature and further surface passivation steps) using spin-coating, a non-scalable 
technique only useful in laboratory research.15,16 Thiocyanate-passivated inks based on 
larger PbS nanocubes results in 0.1 cm2/Vs mobility for both electrons and holes, but with 
low current modulation.17 Clearly, the prospects are enormous, but most works focus on the 
material chemistry or the solar cell performance, while very little was reported on the 
fabrication and electronic property control. 
In this work, we synthesized small diameter PbS CQD inks stabilized by inorganic 
iodide (I-) and iodoplumbate (PbI3
-) complex ligands in a highly polar medium, and 
investigated the quality of the resulting dispersions. We fabricated high performing field-
effect transistors (FETs) by blade-coating, and we identified the removal of excess ligands 
as a key step in optimizing the electronic properties of the films. We show the prospects of 
the approach by achieving 0.12 cm2/Vs electron mobility and 106 on/off ratio in FETs 
fabricated in a single deposition step at mild temperature. 
4.2. Ink formation and properties 
We prepared halide- and halometallate-stabilized PbS CQD inks following the phase 
transfer method developed by Dirin et al. (see Figure 4.1).5 Two ligand solutions were 
used: pure methylammonium iodide (MAI) dissolved in N-methylformamide (NMF), and a 
1:1 mix of MAI and PbI2 also in NMF (from here referred to as MAPbI3). The oleate-
capped CQDs dispersed in hexane were exposed to the NMF solutions under stirring; 
successful phase transfer of the CQDs was indicated by bleaching of the apolar phase and 
darkening of the NMF phase. After purification, the inorganic-capped CQDs were 
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dispersed in propylene-carbonate (PC) for film formation. Details of the procedure are 
found in the Experimental methods section. 
Absorbance and photoluminescence spectra of the CQD inks are shown on Figure 
4.1(b-d), and the extracted peak positions and Stokes-shift values are collected in Table 4.1. 
The peak in the absorption spectrum corresponding to the first excitonic transition shows 
decreasing maximum intensity, increasing width and a mild red-shift upon phase transfer, 
compared to the oleate-capped CQDs. The broadening can be caused by energy disorder 
due to varying thickness and composition of the shell. The red-shift can be partially 
assigned to the different dielectric permittivity (εr) of the environment; following the 
considerations of Takagahara, replacing hexane (εr = 1.9) with PC (εr = 64) by itself can 
cause a red-shift of several 10 meVs.19 On the other hand, we see a difference between the 
peak positions of the two PC dispersions, which may be caused by the different size and 
dielectric properties of the iodide ion vs. the PbI3
- complex, causing a marginal increase of 
effective size of CQDs, and thus a lower confinement in the latter case. 
 
Figure 4.1. (a) Schematic of the solution-phase ligand exchange process; (b-d) optical 
absorbance, steady-state photoluminescence spectra and PL decay curves of PbS CQD 
dispersions integrated over the whole peak width. 
The photoluminescence (PL) spectra show a similar trend as the absorption, without 
significant broadening. The Stokes-shift marginally increases upon ink formation, and is 
typically around 120 meV. The increased Stokes-shift is expected in a highly polar 
environment, given the higher dipole moment and consequent higher dipolar screening of 
the excited state in CQDs.20 Moreover, energy transfer between CQDs can also cause a 
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shift in the peak position in presence of larger disorder. The quality of the samples was 
further confirmed by measuring the PL decay. Long lifetime in the microsecond range was 
observed for all three samples. The organic-capped CQDs show a single recombination 
process with 3.1 μs lifetime. The decay becomes slightly biexponential upon ligand 
exchange with lifetimes around 1 and 4 μs, with the latter being the dominant for both 
samples. 
Sample Absorption (eV) Emission (eV) Stokes-shift (meV) 
PbS-OA/HX 1.29 1.18 111 
PbS-MAI/PC 1.27 1.15 120 
PbS-MAPbI3/PC 1.25 1.13 125 
Table 4.1. Absorption, emission peak positions, and Stokes-shift for the original 
dispersion and the formed inorganic inks. 
 
 
Figure 4.2. TEM images of (a) pristine and (b) washed PbS-MAPbI3 CQD assemblies, the 
scale bars are 100 nm; AFM images of (c) pristine and (d) washed PbS-MAPbI3 thin films. 
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4.3. Ink-based FETs 
We prepared FETs based on the CQD inks to test their electronic properties and 
prospects in practical applications. Si/SiO2 substrates were used as bottom gate, and the 
ITO/Au electrodes were patterned before the deposition of the active layer. CQD films 
were formed using blade-coating, an upscalable and controllable technique, in inert 
atmosphere at relatively low (100°C) temperature. After drying the solvent the particles 
appear surrounded by the ligand material in a TEM, and the films appear smooth and crack-
free under AFM (see Figure 4.2.). We observe an electron-dominated ambipolar behavior, 
as shown on Figure 4.3(a-b). The general properties are similar to the layer-by-layer 
processed inorganic-capped PbS CQD solids reported earlier, but the electron currents in 
the as-deposited films are slightly lower for the same geometry and measurement 
conditions.3,21,22 We observed a strong improvement in electron transport upon immersion 
of the pristine films into pure methanol for 3 minutes, while the hole current remains the 
same. 
 
Figure 4.3. Influence of MeOH washing on the FET properties: (a) p- and (b) n-
channel transfer curves of the PbS-MAI and PbS-MAPbI3 samples before and after washing 
with MeOH, and (c) mobility and threshold values extracted from the transfer curves. The 
color coding is consistent throughout the figure, the arrows indicate the sweep directions. 
We obtained the carrier mobility and threshold voltage values from the linear regime 
transfer curves using the gradual channel approximation. Electron mobilities around 10-3 
cm2/Vs are found in the pristine films, which are lower than the literature standards.21,22 The 
values improve an order of magnitude with both ligands upon washing using methanol, 
reaching values exceeding 10-2 cm2/Vs, and being on a par with previous reports. The 
hysteresis in the n-channel decreases upon washing. On the other hand, the hole mobility 
does not change after washing the samples, and remains around 10-5 cm2/Vs. Importantly, 
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both electron and hole transport appears to be better in the MAPbI3-treated PbS CQD solids 
compared to the PbS-MAI samples, which can give partial explanation to the fact that the 
complex ligands are shown to work better for the fabrication of efficient solar cells.23 At the 
same time, both electron and hole threshold voltages shift towards more positive values. 
The threshold voltage in a thin-film transistors is estimated as  




   
  
    Eq. 4.1 
where ϕms is the difference of the Fermi levels of the gate metal and semiconductor, n is 
the trapped charge density in the gate dielectric (cm-2), N is the bulk carrier concentration 
(cm-3), and Ci is the gate capacitance (Fm
-2).24 Besides the actual charge carrier 
concentrations, changes in ϕms can also cause a threshold shift. The workfunction difference 
is affected by shifting conduction and valence band energies (relative to the gate contact 
work function) due to surface dipoles at the SiO2 or CQD surface, or changing Fermi-level 
in the semiconductor (relative to the band edges) through doping. Ionic compounds such as 
the ligands stabilizing the dispersions can result in significant dipole moments, if well-
organized at an interface. In CQDs, especially strong shifts in the energy levels up to 2 eV 
have been observed through dipoles located at the CQD surface,25-27 and similar range of 
workfunction shifts were observed in ZnO,28 but these factors cannot be accounted for the 
whole threshold shift. Hence a changing carrier concentration in the CQD film or at the 
interface is likely the main cause. The 2D charge density difference can be estimated from 
the values (~10 V for both ligands and both charge carriers) as              to be in the 
range of 1012 cm-2, or ~0.1 elemental charge per CQD. This carrier density change can be 
either related to the CQD layer or the SiO2 surface. Assuming a band edge density of states 
(NC) from the CQD density (~4 nm center-to-center distance in cubic arrangement) to be 
around 6×1019 cm-3, the distance of the Fermi-level from the middle of the band gap can be 
calculated: 
              
 
  
    Eq. 4.2 
In the presence of 1012 cm-2 charges in the first (~4 nm thick) monolayer from the oxide 
interface, the Fermi-level shift is approximately 0.5 eV. This shift would alter ϕms by the 
same amount; the observed threshold shift is thus at least partially stemming from a 
changing SiO2 surface charge. 
We must point out the discrepancy between the direction of the threshold shift and the 
mobility increase. In an earlier work, we reported that air exposure results in a positive 
threshold shift in PbS CQD FETs; this effect was accompanied by a decrease in electron 
mobility, as expected from the underlying trap formation mechanism.29 Moreover, n-doping 
the active layer in similar devices results in a negative threshold shift and higher electron 
mobility.21 In this case, however, a positive threshold shift is accompanied by a mobility 
increase, suggesting that more than a single mechanism should be considered to explain 
these experimental results. 
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A1 E1 (eV) w1 (eV) A2 E2 (eV) w2 (eV) 
PbS-MAI pristine 1.27 0.34 0.98 0.045 0.93 1.07 0.044 
 
washed 1.26 0.32 0.99 0.046 0.78 1.04 0.064 
PbS-MAPbI3 pristine 1.26 0.18 0.97 0.061 0.89 1.05 0.078 
 
washed 1.25 0.55 0.97 0.073 0.59 1.05 0.077 
Table 4.2. Absorption peak positions and parameters of double Gaussian fits to the steady-
state PL data of films prepared from PbS-MAI and PbS-MAPbI3 inks, with and without 
washing in MeOH; A - intensity, E - peak position, w – Gaussian width. 
To explain the observed behavior we investigated the photophysical properties of the 
films. The absorbance, steady-state and time-resolved PL data are shown on Figure 4.4, the 
extracted absorption and PL spectra peak positions and decay lifetimes are listed in Table 
4.2 and 4.3. Interestingly, no redshift, only a minor broadening is observed upon film 
formation (see data in Table 4.1 and 4.2, and direct comparison in the Appendix). The 
peaks show a minor shift of <10 meV towards lower energies upon washing with MeOH 
(Fig. 4.4(a)). Both the PL peak positions and decay lifetimes of the films are different than 
those of the respective inks. All steady-state PL spectra can be fitted with a double 
Gaussian function, indicating the emission from two distinct states (see the fits in the 
Appendix). A stronger peak is centered around 1.05-1.1 eV, and a weaker one is just below 
1 eV. In general, washing increases the weight of the lower energy emission sites, giving an 
effectively red-shifted emission. The decay curves also show biexponential dynamics, with 
one lifetime around 100 ps, and one in the range of 600-1000 ps. The overall decay 
becomes faster upon washing, mainly due to an increasing rate of the slower process, and 
the effect is stronger in the PbS-MAI thin films. The red-shift and the faster decay suggest 
that the electronic coupling decreased or trap-mediated emission increased in the film upon 
washing in MeOH. 
 
Sample treatment τ1 (ps) τ 2 (ps) τ1 weight (%) τ eff (ps) 
PbS-MAI pristine 146 1086 0.41 296 
 
washed 131 655 0.53 211 
PbS-MAPbI3 pristine 144 1056 0.41 294 
 
washed 119 807 0.40 245 
Table 4.3. Lifetimes of the PL decay in films prepared from PbS-MAI and PbS-MAPbI3 
inks, with and without washing in MeOH. 
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Figure 4.4. (a) Absorbance spectra, (b) steady-state PL spectra and (c) PL decay of films 
prepared from PbS-MAI and PbS-MAPbI3 inks, with and without washing in MeOH; (d) 
elemental analysis obtained from EDX data of organic capped PbS, and PbS-MAPbI3 
CQDs with and without washing; (e) schematic showing the ligand removal upon washing. 
In order to prove the ligand removal, we determined the layer composition using 
energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX). We obtained Pb/S and I/S ratios for the 
original, oleate-capped CQDs, and the pristine and washed samples prepared using the PbS-
MAPbI3 ink (Fig. 4.4(d)). The original particles show an excess lead, as expected for the 
synthetic method used. We observe a large amount of iodine and a strong increase in the 
Pb/S ratio upon phase transfer, showing that we effectively stabilize the PbS-MAPbI3 ink 
by an iodoplumbate complex attached to the CQD surface.5 Upon washing with methanol, 
the Pb/S and I/S ratios both decrease, indicating partial removal of the capping complex, 
making the barrier between the CQD cores thinner, more “transparent”. 
The overall picture can be interpreted as follows. The lack of the red-shift upon drying 
indicates that the confinement is not altered by a reduced interdot spacing, and suggests that 
the ligand shell stabilizing the dispersions prevents significant electronic coupling. This, 
however, is changed by washing: the red-shift and shorter lifetimes indicate that electronic 
coupling is induced, or trap states become active; these effects both can be caused by 
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washing away ligands from the CQD surface. The mobility, being limited by single dot-to-
dot tunneling events, is strongly dependent on the barrier; hence the observed increase in 
the mobility suggests that the red-shift is at least partially related to an increased coupling 
through partial removal of the ligand shell. Excess ligands bound to the surface and 
shielded by a counterion (that make up the stabilizing shell in polar solvents) can cause a 
shift in the energy levels of the CQDs by forming surface dipoles, uncompensated charges 
on the CQDs can shift the Fermi-level, and the same ions can also shield trapped charges at 
the SiO2 surface. The partial removal of the ligands can thus result in all three previously 
mentioned effects possibly shifting the threshold in the FETs, but the magnitude of the shift 
suggests that the SiO2 surface is the main and major origin of it. 
By optimizing the substrate treatment and the deposition process, we fabricated high 
performing FETs based on the PbS-MAPbI3 ink; the characteristics of a representative 
device are shown in Figure 4.5. Good linear and saturation behavior is observed in the 
output curves (panel a), with lower relative hysteresis for electrons than holes. An injection 
barrier is observed at room temperature for electrons, but not for holes, as shown on Figure 
4.6. We measure mobilities up to 0.12 cm2/Vs for electrons and 10-4 cm2/Vs for holes. We 
observe on/off ratios >106 in the n-channel, and up to 103 in the p-channel. These data are 
comparable to the best samples fabricated using conventional layer-by-layer deposition and 
ligand exchange of PbS thin films,21,22 but are now prepared in a single deposition step, 
confirming the prospects of the solution-phase ligand exchanged CQD solids for 
optoelectronic applications. 
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Figure 4.5. Behavior of a representative FET fabricated in a single deposition and 
washing step using the PbS-MAPbI3 ink: (a) output, and (b) p-type and (c) n-type transfer 
characteristics. 
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Figure 4.6. Low drain, high gate bias output curves in the (a) n-channel and (b) p-channel 
showing injection barrier for electrons, but not for holes. 
4.5. Conclusion 
In summary, we show that blade-coating inorganic-capped CQD inks is a facile way to 
fabricate high quality thin films and FETs showing performances as good as the state of the 
art CQD devices prepared by solid-state ligand exchange. We show that the as-prepared 
films contain a large amount of ligands that limit the electron transport, which can be 
largely improved by a post-deposition washing step. Partial removal of the ligands 
significantly increases the electron mobility, and causes a positive threshold shift, likely , 
likely through influencing the oxide surface. Broader application of these findings could be 
the next step towards highly efficient solar cells and optoelectronic devices based on 
colloidal quantum dot solids. 
4.6. Experimental methods 
Materials: Lead (II) acetate trihydrate (PbAc2∙3H2O, ≥ 99.99%, Aldrich), 
bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide (TMS2S, Aldrich), 1-octadecene (ODE, 90%, Aldrich), oleic acid 
(OA, 90%, Aldrich), ethanol (Fluka), hexane (Aldrich), chloroform (Aldrich), methanol 
(Aldrich) were used as received. 
CQD synthesis: PbS-OA CQDs were synthesized according to a previously reported 
method.18 For the synthesis of 3.1 nm PbS CQDs, a lead precursor solution consisting of 
1.5 g PbAc2∙3H2O in 47 mL ODE and 2.8 mL OA was vacuum dried for an hour at 120 ºC 
in a three-neck reaction flask. Than atmosphere was then switched to argon and the 
temperature was subsequently changed to 105 ºC. After that, the heating mantle was 
removed and a sulfur precursor of 420 µL TMS2S in 10 mL of dried ODE was quickly 
injected. After 3 minutes of growth the flask was cooled down to room temperature by an 
ice bath. Hexane (39 mL) and ethanol (102 mL) were added to the crude solution, followed 
by centrifugation to separate the CQDs. Two more washing steps were performed by re-
dispersion in hexane (39 and 18 mL on the first and second washing steps respectively) and 
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precipitation by ethanol (45 and 21 mL respectively). One extra-washing step was 
performed by re-dispersion CQDs in 3 mL chloroform and precipitation by 3 mL methanol. 
The final pellet was dissolved in 4mL of anhydrous chloroform and filtered through 450 
µm PTFE filter. The particles were dried in mild vacuum and dispersed in hexane at the 
required concentration before ligand exchange. 
Solution-phase ligand exchange: Phase transfer into a polar solvent by ligand exchange 
was performed by exposing the apolar dispersions to a polar solvent containing the 
inorganic ligands. In a typical procedure, 10 mL of oleate-capped PbS CQDs dispersed in 
hexanes (~5 mg/mL) was poured on top 10 mL of a 50 mM MAI or MAI:PbI2 (1:1) 
solution in NMF. The mixture was stirred at 700-1000 rpm (mild stirring, vortex visible) 
for 12-24 hours leading to the phase transfer of PbS QDs from the nonpolar to the polar 
phase resulting in a colorless top phase. The top phase was removed by a syringe, the 
bottom phase was rinsed three times with hexane (10 mL of hexane each time, vigorously 
stirred for ~10min). The inorganic-capped CQDs are precipitated by adding 10 mL acetone 
(and a couple droplets of toluene in case it is necessary), and left to settle for 1-2 h. The 
solution was completely separated by centrifuging at 16000 rpm for 15 minutes. The 
supernatant was removed and the pellet was re-dispersed in propylene carbonate at 50-100 
mg/ml concentration. 
FET fabrication and characterization: Substrates for thin films were cleaned by 
sonication in acetone and isopropanol, and were treated by ozone or vacuum plasma 
treatment, or longer annealing in inert atmosphere for good wetting. For FETs, 5-40 nm 
films were formed on Si++/SiO2(230nm) substrates carrying the electrode pattern (10nm 
ITO/30nm Au) by blade-coating of the PC-based inks. In a typical procedure, 3 μL of the 
(previously stirred) ink was injected between the blade and the substrate (with a gap of 10 
μm) on a table heated to 100°C. The droplet was spread by moving the blade across the 
substrate at 50 mm/s speed, and the film was let dry on the table. The washing was 
performed in a Petri-dish by immersion for 3 min at room temperature. The fabrication was 
finalized by annealing the samples at 120°C for 20 min. The samples for absorption and 
photoluminescence measurements were drop-cast on quartz substrates at thicknesses around 
100nm, and were treated the same way. All fabrication steps were performed in inert 
atmosphere (<0.1ppm H2O/O2). 
Optical and structural characterization: Samples for optical characterization were 
prepared on quartz substrates. Absorbance spectra were collected using a Shimadzu UV-
3000 UV/Vis/NIR. For the steady-state and time-integrated photoluminescence (PL) 
measurements, the second harmonic (3.1 eV) from a mode-locked Ti: sapphire laser (Mira 
900, Coherent) was used as excitation source. The laser power was adjusted using neutral 
density filters to 0.3 mW (solutions) or 3 mW (thin films). The excitation beam was 
spatially limited by an iris and focused with a 150-mm focal length lens. PL was collected 
into a spectrometer and recorded by Andor 1.7µm InGaAs camera. The time-resolved PL 
spectra were dispersed by an imaging spectrometer and detected using a Hamamatsu NIR 
streak camera. For the thin film lifetime, the streak camera was operated in the Synchroscan 
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mode with time resolution around 10 ps. For the PL lifetime of OA-caped samples, a slow 
single sweep unit was used and a pulse picker was employed to reduce the repetition rate of 
the exciting pulses. FETs were characterized using an Agilent 5262A Semiconductor 
Parameter Analyzer in a nitrogen-filled glovebox (<0.1ppm H2O/O2). AFM images were 
obtained using a WITEC Alpha SNOM-AFM. TEM and EDX data were collected from 
samples drop-cast on carbon-coated copper grids using a JEOL 2010, equipped with a LN2-
cooled SiLi detector at 200 kV. The spectra were fitted with the Cliff-Lorimer (MBTS) 
correction method w/o absorbance, as implemented in the NSS 2.3 software package from 
Thermo Scientific. 
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Figure 4.A1. Absorbance spectra of the PbS-MAI and PbS-MAPbI3 inks before and after 
deposition. 
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Figure 4.A2. Double Gaussian fits to the thin film PL spectra. 
  







5. Stoichiometric control of the density of states in 





Colloidal quantum dots, and nanostructured semiconductors in general, carry the 
promise to overcome limitations of the classical materials in chemical, physical properties 
and processability. However, sufficient control of the electronic properties such as carrier 
concentration and carrier mobility has not been achieved, limiting the applications. In bulk 
semiconductors, modifications of the electronic properties are obtained using alloying or 
doping, an approach that is not viable for structures wherein the surface is dominant. In this 
work, the electronic properties of PbS colloidal quantum dot films are fine-tuned by simply 
adjusting their stoichiometry, making use of the large surface area of the nanoscale building 
blocks. We achieve more than two orders of magnitude improvement in the hole mobility, 
from below 10-3 to above 0.1 cm2/Vs, by substituting the iodide ligands with sulfide, while 
keeping the electron mobility stable (~1 cm2/Vs). Such approach is not possible in bulk 
semiconductors, and the developed method will likely contribute to the improvement of 






This chapter is based on the article: 
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5.1. Introduction 
The attractiveness of CQD solids largely stems from the freely tailorable properties that 
enable matching them to the requirements of the applications. Despite the premises, full 
control of the electronic structure of colloidal quantum dot solids has not been achieved. 
Most lead-based, supposedly intrinsic samples predominantly show dominant n-type 
conductivity,1-3 and efficient p-type transport is only achieved upon air-exposure.4-6 The 
lack of high-quality p-type layers has recently been identified as one of the limiting factors 
for the solar cell performance.7 
In bulk inorganic semiconductors, the carrier density control is usually achieved by 
doping, inserting aliovalent usually hetero-) atoms in the lattice that introduce donor or 
acceptor states in the bandgap. Such an approach is found difficult to rationally control in 
colloidal semiconductors due to their small size; the lattice strain stemming from the 
incorporation of a heteroatom can be easily resolved by diffusion towards the surface and 
formation of dopant clusters (“self-purification”), or the synthesis is simply not possible.8 It 
has been described that off-stoichiometry in compound semiconductors can cause carrier 
imbalance, since the valence and conduction band states have different “origin” (e.g. 
dominant S 3p and Pb 6p orbitals in PbS, respectively), thus uncompensated states will 
reside near either the conduction or the valence band.9 Grossman et al. calculated that 
quantum dots with excess lead on their surface show n-type characteristics due to filled 
midgap states present near the conduction band.10 This off-stoichiometry is typical of all 
colloidal lead-chalcogenide samples due to the lead-oleate shell providing colloidal 
stability. Moreover, it is also predicted that this situation can be inverted, turning them to p-
type, by (over)compensating the initial off-stoichiometry. According to the Grossman 
group’s calculations, thiol ligands attached to the surface can also compensate the off-
stoichiometry with a “clean” bandgap, but the covalently bound sulfur only contributes one 
half to the effective stoichiometry, limiting the possibility to fully compensate for the initial 
unbalance. 
Kagan et al. showed experimentally that ligand exchange with chalcogenide salts can 
result in strongly p-type CQD solids,11 and that modification of the charge carrier 
concentration is possible by thermal evaporation of either elemental lead or chalcogens on 
top of the film.12 Konstantatos et al. have reported sulfurization of PbS particles by 
exposing the as-deposited thin films to an organosulfur compound.13 While these works are 
groundbreaking and give some proof of the concept, all described methods have drawbacks; 
either only full surface coverage with the chalcogen can be realized or the stoichiometry is 
inhomogeneous throughout the film. A direct approach that provides reliable, fine control 
of the transport properties and the electronic structure by changing the layer stoichiometry 
has not been achieved. Moreover, the exact mechanism of the reported changes is generally 
not understood. 
In this chapter, we propose a strategy to enhance the p-type conductivity of PbS 
colloidal quantum dot solids by modifying the lead-to-sulfur ratio using a fully solution-
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based and low temperature method. A two-step ligand exchange based on the different 
affinity of sulfide and iodide to the surface of the Pb chalcogenides is used to control the 
surface composition. We demonstrate that this method is suitable for fine control of the 
stoichiometry and for boosting the hole mobility, while barely affecting the electron 
transport, indicating significant changes in the electronic structure. Such facile engineering 
of the electronic properties is unique to CQD solids, and it clearly shows the prospects of 
these materials in the field of solution processed semiconductors. The developed method 
could as well be the next step towards the long-sought confined-but-connected quantum dot 
solids, and novel devices based on them.  
5.2. Chemically controlled stoichiometry in PbS CQD solids 
Layers of 3.5 nm PbS particles were formed by spin-coating on solid substrates, 
following the procedure described in the Experimental section. The excess sulfur is 
introduced as anhydrous sodium bisulfide (NaHS) dissolved in methanol. Other compounds 
such as K2S, Na2S, (NH4)2S and solvents (isopropanol, ethanol, water) have also been 
studied and lead to similar results, but their limited solubility and the formation of the 
conjugate base of the solvent makes the experiments less reproducible. Generally, strong 
cracking and almost complete delamination is observed, when directly exposing thick PbS 
films to a solution with high sulfide concentration, indicating a rapid reaction causing 
reorganization. The effect is much stronger than when thiols, amines or halides are used. 
This strong reaction can be rationalized by the high lattice formation energy of PbS; the 
(bi)sulfide ions have a larger affinity to the surface of the quantum dots than any other 
ligands. To limit the effect of the reaction, a two-step exchange was developed, resulting in 
homogeneous and crack-free layers (Fig. 5.1(a)). Using an excess of the first, iodide ligand, 
a large amount of oleic acid can be removed, and the film can be reorganized in a mild way. 
The stoichiometry is altered in a second step, by exposing the films to the sulfide solution, 
which is expected to (partially) replace the initially formed iodide shell. The amount of 
introduced sulfur is controlled by applying the same volume of solutions with different 
concentrations.  
To shed light to possible structural transformations that may occur during the process, 
the structure of the layers after the two-step treatment is investigated. Figure 5.1 shows 
transmission electron micrographs collected from sub-monolayer films treated with iodide 
only (panels b-c) and with a subsequent exposure to high concentration (mM) sulfide 
solution (panels d-e). The particle shape and size remains intact upon treatment with 
sulfide, and all the samples show the square superlattice ordering that has been observed in 
many lead chalcogenides samples treated with halides.3,11,14 The typical lattice spacing (4.2 
nm) determined from the Fourier-transformed images (insets of Fig. 5.1) is identical in the 
samples before and after sulfide treatment. This is larger than the 3.5 nm particle size 
calculated from the solution-phase absorption measurement.15 The increase in spacing is 
assigned to necking by migration of ions into the gap between adjacent particles.3 A more 
pronounced neck-formation is found in the sulfide-treated samples (Fig. 5.1(e)), with 
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increased number of superlattice defects and dislocations. These observations suggest that 
the epitaxial fusion is promoted by exposure to sulfide, even after an initial sulfide-free 
ligand exchange. In agreement with the high reactivity of the sulfide solution with PbS 
CQDs, this treatment leaves less time and opportunity to the particles to rearrange. 
 
Figure 5.1. Two-step treatment for ligand exchange and stoichiometric control and the 
related structural changes. (a) Schematics of the treatment: the initial exposure to the 
iodide solution removes the oleic acid, and the sulfide treatment modifies the stoichiometry; 
(b-c) TEM micrographs of an iodide-only sample at different magnifications showing a 
square superlattice; (d-e) similar structure of a sample treated with excess sulfide. The 
insets are Fourier-transformed images taken from single superlattice domains of the two 
samples. 
The optical properties of the films also vary with sulfide treatment (Figure 5.2). The 
absorbance spectra of samples without sulfide treatment (Fig. 5.2(a)) show strong excitonic 
features, and the particles retain their confinement upon mild (120°C) annealing, with only 
minor broadening. The sulfide treatment, however, weakens this resistance such that the 
absorption feature becomes less pronounced when samples prepared with 100 μM NaHS 
solution are annealed. Furthermore, the excitonic peak disappears completely at 
concentrations above 200 μM (even without annealing). The photoluminescence peaks of 
the same samples shift towards lower energies with increasing sulfide concentration (Fig. 
5.2(b)), while their peak intensity decreases with a factor of 3. A Gaussian fit of the 
measured PL data allows for extracting peak positions that correlate with the optical 
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bandgap in such systems, the fitted energies are 0.93, 0.85 and 0.54 eV for samples treated 
with 0, 100 and 300 μM sulfide concentrations. Adjacent particles merging with a broader 
neck express a lower confinement for charge carriers, resulting in a decreased bandgap, or 
in almost bulk properties in the extreme case. However, even the sample with the lowest 
emission energy retains part of the quantum confinement, as the room temperature bulk 
bandgap of PbS is about 0.41 eV.16 
 
Figure 5.2. (a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of films prepared with various sulfide 
concentrations before (dashed line) and after (solid line) annealing at 120°C;  
(b) photoluminescence spectra of annealed samples prepared with the same 
concentrations: measured data (markers) and Gaussian fit (line), the peak of the sample 
treated with 0.3 mM NaHS extends below the detector cutoff.  
 (HS) /mM Pb% S% I% S:Pb 
0 49.8 36.4 13.8 0.73 
0.1 47.2 42.5 10.4 0.90 
0.2 49.6 50.1 0.3 1.01 
0.3 48.5 51.4 0.1 1.06 
Table 5.1. Elemental composition obtained from RBS measurements 
To understand the changes in the properties and confirm the effect of the treatments, the 
film elemental composition was determined using Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry 
(RBS); the data are listed in Table 5.1. Other methods, such as XPS and EDX were also 
tested, but were found not to be suitable for elemental quantification in our samples. The 
reference films (with no added sulfur) show large excess of lead and 14% iodine (Fig. 
5.3(a)). With increasing of the sulfide concentration, the iodide content decreases, and 
drops to trace levels for samples treated with 200 μM NaHS. The sulfur content shows an 
opposite, increasing trend, confirming that the added sulfur predominantly replaces the 
iodine at the CQD surface. The sample treated with 200 μM sulfide is close to 
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stoichiometric; further increasing the concentration turns the material sulfur-rich. By 
correlating the changes in the spectra and the film stoichiometry, we observe that the 
disappearance of the excitonic feature and the strong red-shift coincides with the 
compensation of the initial excess of lead and the disappearance of iodine. During the 
exchange from iodide to sulfide, the particles partially merge, decreasing the quantum 
confinement, as seen from the PL peak shift (see also Fig. 5.3(b)). The findings 
demonstrate that the iodide-capped surfaces are rather stable and prevent surface diffusion 
to the necking points, thus retaining the quantum confinement. The excess sulfur, on the 
other hand, gives higher surface ion diffusivity or has preferential filling to the gaps, 
resulting in broader necks (Figures 5.1(d) and 5.3(b)). 
 
 
Figure 5.3 (a) Stoichiometry of films determined using Rutherford Backscattering 
Spectrometry: a trend from lead- to sulfur-rich is observed in the samples treated with 
different amounts of NaHS; (b) Model explaining the enhanced necking in sulfur-rich 
samples, and the resulting decreased bandgap due to loss of quantum confinement. 
Using these data, we make an attempt to calculate the number of sulfur atoms involved 
in such processes (see all the details in section 5.7). Based on the film geometry and the 
nominal solution concentration, we estimate that 475±15 sulfur atoms per CQD are added 
when using a solution of NaHS 200 μM. This value seems oddly high given that the total 
number of atoms in each QD, based on its diameter, is around 870±40. However, based on 
the RBS results, the number of iodine atoms is estimated as 140±10 per CQD, and the same 
140±20 sulfur atoms per CQD are added to achieve stoichiometry, while only further 25 
sulfurs per dot are added using the 300 μM solution. Therefore, these data suggest that the 
number of sulfur atoms that can bind to a CQD is limited, and tends to saturate. The amount 
of sulfur introduced differs from the measured one by about a factor of 4. We observe that 
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films treated with sulfides are thinner than the iodide-only ones, likely caused by a loss of 
particles and delamination. This latent amount, together with incomplete reaction can be 
accounted for the sulfur loss. 
5.3. Stoichiometry-dependent transport properties 
To test the effect of stoichiometric variation on the electronic structure and transport 
properties, we fabricated field-effect transistors using silicon oxide as bottom gate to 
modulate the current. The reference device (no sulfide added) shows the usual asymmetric, 
electron-dominated transport, with linear mobilities of 0.1 cm2V-1s-1 and 3×10-4 cm2V-1s-1 
for electrons and holes, respectively. Adding sulfur initially increases both electron and 
hole currents, then suppresses the electron-, but further increases the hole conductivity 
(Figure 5.4(a-b)). The conductivity in devices treated with >150 μM NaHS cannot be 
efficiently modulated. The corresponding output curves on Fig. 5.4(c) lack the linear and 
saturation regimes expected for semiconductors. However, the material does not behave as 
a metal either, the output curves are not linear, and a slight change in the conductivity is 
observed upon applying high gate voltages. The directions of the changes suggest the 
dominance of carriers with positive charge, holes. Similar findings were reported by Kagan 
et al.,11 and explained with heavy p-doping of the semiconductor. 
 
Figure 5.4. Transport properties measured in SiO2-gated field-effect transistors. (a) p-
channel and (b) n-channel transfer curves of SiO2-gated thin film transistors prepared by 
varying the semiconductor stoichiometry; (c) output characteristics of selected devices, the 
arrows indicate how the curves change with applying higher positive (right side, n-
channel) or higher negative (left side, p-channel) gate biases. 
Interestingly, our FETs can be made operational at temperatures below 200 K (Fig. 
5.5(a-b)) and gate-controlled conductivity spanning almost 5 orders of magnitudes is 
observed when further lowering the temperature. A resistive, “off” state region appears at 
high positive gate voltages; the observed characteristics match that of a p-type doped 
semiconductor. The “off” current (defined as the value measured at VG = +70 V gate 
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voltage) increases sharply in a supra-linear manner with the temperature (Fig. 5.5(c)). The 
high temperature behavior of the “off” current can be very well fit with an Arrhenius-like 
equation, A*exp(-Ea/kBT), giving an activation energy Ea ≈ 0.2 eV. 
In presence of acceptor states above the valence band, which may become filled by 
thermal activation, the charge carrier concentration can change significantly with the 
temperature. However, the “carrier freeze-out” usually happens at much lower 
temperatures, than observed here, indicating deep states in the middle of the bandgap, and 
contradicting the initial assumption. Such deep states would also trap charge carriers, and 
would cause a strong temperature-dependence of the “on” state conductivity in the low 
temperature regime, which is not observed in Fig. 5.5(c). The intrinsic carrier concentration 
in a crystalline semiconductor at high temperatures scales with exp(-Eg/2kBT), where Eg is 
the bandgap of the material. The activation energy significantly reduces in presence of 
energetic disorder (decreased effective bandgap). The low bandgap and the disorder 
observed in the spectroscopy data (blurred excitonic peak absorption, and red-shifted 
emission using high sulfide concentration) can give rise to such a temperature dependence 
(2*Ea = 0.4 eV, from the “off” currents vs. Eg,PL = 0.54 eV, from the red curve in Fig. 
5.2(b)).  
 
Figure 5.5. Low-temperature operation of a FET fabricated with 10 mM NaHS (sulfur-
rich) (a) p-type and (b) n-type transfer characteristics at ±5V bias; (c) the “on” and “off” 
state conductivities as functions of the temperature, extracted from the data on Fig. 5.4 at 
VG = -70 V and +70 V, respectively. 
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5.4. Electrolyte-gated transport properties 
 
Figure 5.6. Device structure and behavior of the ion gel-gated FETs. (a) Schematic of 
the device structure and the measurement circuit; (b) transfer curves of devices prepared 
with various sulfide concentrations; (c) mobility values and (d) threshold voltages obtained 
from several devices showing the full range spanned by the single data points; (e) 
schematics of the variation in the density of states: the sulfur contributes predominantly to 
the state density in the valence band. 
The high number of charge carriers sets boundaries for the operability of a transistor; 
the accumulated charges in the channel have an upper limit, defined by the gate capacitance 
and breakdown voltage. Not being able to modulate the current in some devices suggests 
that we need a gate with significantly higher performance. Using ionic liquids as gate 
dielectric, heavily doped materials can be turned ambipolar,17 insulating, metallic,18 and 
even superconductive.19 It has also been demonstrated that using these electrolyte gates, 
traps can be filled improving charge carrier mobility,20,21 the bandgap can be determined 
from the electron and hole threshold differences,22,23 and the influence of heteroatom 
doping in CQD solids can be shown.24 In a typical electrolyte gated transistor, charge 
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carriers in the order of 1014…1015 cm-2 can be accumulated, while the SiO2 gate used in the 
previous experiment is capable of accumulating 10-1000 times less carriers. A robust way 
to use ionic liquids is forming ion gels, stabilizing the ionic liquid in a polymer matrix.25 
By using (EMIM)(TFSI) ionic liquid dispersed in a matrix of PVDF-HFP copolymer as 
gate dielectric, (see measurement setup and device structure on Figure 5.6(a) we manage to 
control the charge carrier density and to measure the transport properties in every sample. 
The transfer curves measured at extremely low, 0.1 V bias are shown on Fig. 5.6(b). We 
observe an increase in the hole current with the sulfide concentration up to 200 μM; this 
value agrees with the amount of sulfur required for stoichiometric composition based on the 
RBS results (see Fig. 5.3(a)). The minimum (“off”) current also increases more than three 
orders of magnitudes, and the position of the “off” state slightly shifts towards higher 
positive voltages with the increasing amount of sulfide. Above 200 μM concentration, the 
hole current does not increase further, but the whole curve is shifted further towards higher 
voltages, and electron accumulation becomes more difficult to observe because of the 
electrochemical limits of the ionic gel CQD system.23 However, collecting data from 
several samples, qualitative description of both the electron and hole transport properties 
were possible. 
The field-effect mobility (μ) and threshold voltage (Vth) values were obtained from the 
linear regime transfer curves based on the gradual channel approximation (Fig. 5.6(c-d)). 
With the addition of the sulfide we observe a hole mobility increase of two-three orders of 
magnitude compared to the iodide-only treated PbS CQDs, while the electron mobility 
shows only minor variation. The achieved hole mobilities are the highest achieved in fully 
inorganic PbS FETs, and comparable to the thiol-treated ones, with improved on/off ratio in 
the p-channel (Table 5.2.).3,6,21,26-28 The threshold voltages show a roughly linear 
dependence on the sulfur concentration for both electrons and holes, with higher slope in 
latter case. It has been shown that the threshold voltage in ion gel-gated transistors 
describes very well the actual Fermi-level shift needed to accumulate the chosen charge 
carrier, giving a good estimate of the relative band edge energies.23 Consequently, the 
observed threshold trends indicate a gradual change in the position of the band edge or 
Fermi-energy levels with increasing sulfide concentration, indicating a more p-type 
material, and a parallel decrease of the electronic bandgap (in agreement with the red-
shifted PL spectra).29 
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/Vs) ION/IOFF (holes) reference 
MPA SiO2 0.03 5×10
-5 ~102 6 
MPA [EMIM][TFSI] 1.9 0.15 ~10
2 21 
EDT SiO2 0.5 0.002 >10
2 26 
EDT PMMA 0.008 0.001 >10
1 27 
SCN parylene 0.02 0.02 <10
2 28 
MAI SiO2 0.05 3×10
-5 ~103 3 
Table 5.2. Mobility values measured in PbS FETs reported in the literature 
 
5.5. Evaluation of the results 
Halide- and pseudohalide-capped PbS CQDs, when used in transistors, usually give 
asymmetric, electron-dominated ambipolar (or even unipolar n-type) current.1-3 Since in 
close-to-stoichiometric bulk PbS, the properties (effective mass, degeneracy, measured 
mobility) of band-edge electrons and holes are fairly similar;9,30 one can expect balanced 
electron and hole transport in the stoichiometric, but quantum-confined case as well. We 
indeed observe such behavior on the yellow curve in Figure 5.6(b)) measured in a close-to-
stoichiometric film, while the curves with <200 μM NaHS show the usual asymmetry to a 
different extent.  
We identify the electronic structure of the material as the cause of the variation of the 
IV characteristics. In PbS bulk and nanocrystals, the valence and conduction band states 
have distinctly different composition. In the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) 
interpretation, the valence band states are dominated by 3p orbitals of the S atoms, while 
the conduction band states consist mainly of Pb atoms’ 6p states.10 If the numbers of 
orbitals contributing to the conduction and valence bands are different, the band structure 
becomes asymmetric, causing different bandwidth/density of states (DOS) for valence and 
conduction bands. Consequently, the frequently observed mobility difference between 
electrons and holes can be attributed to the off-stoichiometric electronic structure (Fig. 
5.6(e)).10 Considering that the addition of sulfur atoms to the particles increases the number 
of atomic orbitals participating in the formation of the valence band edge states, a higher 
valence bandwidth/DOS is expected for samples with compensated stoichiometry, 
providing higher transfer integral and lower inter-dot resistance specifically for holes. We 
observe this exact phenomenon in the mobility plot at Fig. 5.6(c); the hole mobility 
increases as result of the treatment, while the electron mobility remains in the same range. 
Even though the observed behavior of both the low temperature and the ion-gel gated 
transistors match a p-type material, the band structure change cannot be accounted for the 
shift of the “off” state of the transfer curves and the threshold voltages. In ambipolar 
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transistors, the device is in “off” state when the Fermi-level at the semiconductor-dielectric 
interface (in the channel) is shifted close to the middle of the bandgap (thus the DOS 
around the Fermi-level is practically zero) by applying an external gate potential. A shift in 
the measured threshold values will then indicate a different initial Fermi-level position 
relative to the band edges, or a different position of the whole band structure versus the 
platinum work function. The former is a clear sign of altered charge carrier balance and 
actual doping in bulk semiconductors, while the latter is a common feature in 
semiconductor nanocrystals in presence of surface dipoles.31 Considering the electronic 
configuration of the ions in the quantum dot, the addition of a closed-shell sulfide ion 
should not decrease the valence band filling, and should not cause doping. The electron 
counting methods described by Grossman et al. or Sargent et al. give no overall change in 
the doping, if doubly ionized lead or sulfur is added.10,32 From this perspective, a sulfide or 
bisulfide is isoelectronic to the original capping iodide ion. Consequently, the change of the 
stoichiometry with (bi)sulfide ions should cause only electronic structure changes, and no 
real doping, and the observed threshold shifts is likely caused by surface dipoles of 
different binding geometry of the sulfide ions. Although it is not doping in a classical sense, 
the resulting effective p-type behavior leads to improved charge carrier extraction and 
increased efficiency in PbS CQD solar cells, showing the prospects of the method.33 
5.6. Conclusions 
We successfully achieved control of the stoichiometry of PbS CQD films through a 
two-step ligand exchange. The first step with iodide provides full removal of the oleic acid, 
and the second step with hydrogen-sulfide ions adjusts the stoichiometry, up to the film 
turning sulfur-rich. The variation of the lead-to-sulfur ratio results in fine-tunable changes 
in the transport properties of the CQD films; the initially asymmetric, electron-dominated 
transport is turned into balanced ambipolar, while compensating for the initial excess lead. 
In figures of merits, the hole mobility increase orders of magnitude up to 0.1 cm2V-1s-1, 
while the electron mobility remains around 1 cm2V-1s-1. We explain the increased mobility 
with a significantly changed electronic structure, with the increase of the DOS specifically 
of the valence band. It is important to notice that electronic structure engineering of such 
extent it is not possible in bulk materials, only in nanostructures, due to the emerging high 
surface area. The method used for sample fabrication is proven useful in tailoring the 
properties of strongly coupled CQD arrays, adding a new item to the researchers’ toolbox 
and opening new application possibilities for colloidal quantum dot assemblies.  
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5.7. Experimental Methods 
Synthesis of PbS CQDs: PbS CQDs were synthesized according to the method of Hines 
et al. with slight modifications.34 Pb(CH3COO)2×3H2O (1.5 g), ODE (47 mL) and oleic 
acid (3.2 mL) were mixed in a three-neck flask. The mixture was degassed under vacuum at 
120°C for 1 hour and heated to 140°C under argon flow. The heating mantle was removed 
and solution of TMS2S (0.42 mL) in 10 mL dried ODE was injected into vigorously stirring 
lead oleate solution at 140°C. After 5 min, the reaction mixture was cooled down to room 
temperature. NCs were washed three times with toluene/ethanol solvent/nonsolvent pair, 
redissolved in hexane and filtered through 0.2 µm PTFE filter. 
Film formation and ligand exchange: All solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 
and were anhydrous, except at substrate cleaning. Substrates were cleaned prior to sample 
fabrication using sonication in acetone and isopropanol. With the exception of the transistor 
fabrication, the substrates were pre-treated with (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane 
(MPTMS, Sigma-Aldrich, 95%) dissolved in toluene at 0.1 M for one hour, and then 
washed with isopropanol. Thin (~6nm) films of PbS CQDs dispersed in hexanes were 
formed by spin-coating. The films were flooded with a 20 mM solution of formamidine 
hydroiodide (TCI Chemicals, >98%) in methanol for 20s, the liquid was then removed by 
spinning the substrate. A controlled amount of a sodium-bisulfide (NaHS, Alfa-Aesar, 
anhydrous) solution was rapidly dropped on the substrate using an automatic pipette. The 
amount of liquid was determined by the substrate size (linearly scaled, 33 μLcm-2). After 
15s, the liquid was spun off, and the substrate was washed with methanol. The deposition 
was repeated 4 times for transport and absorption measurements and 10 times for PL and 
RBS samples. The samples were annealed at 120°C for 20 minutes. 
Film characterization: TEM samples were prepared by drop-casting the solutions in the 
same order and amounts (as specified previously) on MPTMS-treated SiO2/Si membranes 
(SiMPore). The samples were characterized using a JEOL 2010 microscope. The samples 
for Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry were prepared on MPTMS-treated silicon 
wafers using the method described earlier. The composition was determined by 4 MeV He 
RBS at the ETH Laboratory of Ion Beam Physics using a silicon PIN diode detector under 
168°. The relatively high energy of the analyzing beam allowed separating all the peaks of 
the relevant elements. The data were analyzed with the RUMP software to obtain the 
stoichiometry.35 
UV-visible absorption spectra were measured on glass substrates using a Shimadzu 
UV3000 spectrometer. The photoluminescence measurements were performed using the 
second harmonic (400 nm) of a Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent, Mira 900, repetition rate 76 
MHz) to excite the samples. The illumination power density was decreased to 5 μJcm-2 by a 
neutral density filter. A spectrometer and a cooled array-detector (Andor, iDus InGaAs 2.2 
µm) were used to record the spectra. The PL measurements were performed on films on 
quartz substrates in a nitrogen-filled sample holder at room temperature. 
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Transport measurements: The samples were prepared on pieces of SiO2/Si wafers that 
are used as the bottom gate electrode. No MPTMS was used, but each PbS layer was 
annealed for 2 minutes to avoid delamination. The channels of 1 cm width and 20 or 2.5 μm 
length (for SiO2 and ion gel gated measurements, respectively) were patterned by 
lithography and consisted of 10 nm ITO and 30 nm gold. 
The ion-gel for the top gate was prepared by dissolving (EMIM)(TFSI) (1-Ethyl-3-
methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, Sigma-Aldrich, >97%) and PVDF-
HFP (poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene), Sigma-Aldrich) in cyclohexanon 
at 4:1:7 weight ratio.36 The mix was homogenized at 70°C, dropped on the device areas, 
and dried at 70°C overnight in a glovebox. Platinum foil was placed on top of the dry 
droplet as a gate contact, and a freshly cut Pt wire was inserted to measure the reference 
potential. The transfer curves were obtained at low (0.1 V) drain-source bias, and the gate 
potential was scanned at a 10 mVs-1 rate within the electrochemical window of the 
electrolyte. Characterization of the ion gel capacitance is presented in the Supplementary 
Materials. All room-temperature transport measurements were performed in a nitrogen-
filled glovebox. The semiconductor parameter analyzers used in this project are: Agilent 
E5262A for SiO2-gated transistors, Keithley 4200-SCS for the ion-gel-gated and the four-
point-probe measurements, Agilent E5270B for the low temperature transport data that was 
obtained in a nitrogen-cooled Janis ST-500 Cryogenic Probe Station.  
Stoichiometry data and estimation of number of atoms in the different samples: 
Nominal number of sulfur per CQD was calculated assuming a full coverage of lattice 
spacing from Equation 5.1: 





nomN     Eq. 5.1 
where l = 1 cm substrate size, d = 4.2 nm lattice spacing, h = 6 nm film thickness, c = 
0.2 mM concentration, V = 33 μL and NA = 6x10
23. 
The RBS-based estimation starts from determining the initial number of lead atoms in a 
particle that we keep constant during the calculation. A particle of 3.5 nm diameter weighs 
roughly 100kDa based on the PbS bulk density (7.6 gcm-3). Approximating the solution 
stoichiometry with the reference sample Pb:S ratio, such a particle consists of 870 lead and 
iodide atoms, of which 500 are lead. This means 140 iodide per CQD in films prepared 
with no sulfide, we add 140 S per CQD to reach stoichiometry, and an extra 25 is added by 
increasing the concentration to 300 μM. To show estimate the error, the same calculations 
were performed for 95 kDa and 105 kDa masses too (See Table 5.3). 
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Table 5.3. Calculated number of the different atoms in a quantum dot. 
Ion gel capacitance measurements and mobility calculation: Measuring and analyzing 
transport measurements using an electrolyte gate is substantially different from solid gates. 
Most importantly, the area of an IG capacitor is not defined as the overlap area or the two 
electrodes, since the inside of the liquid is equipotential; there is no field throughout the 
“gate dielectric”, and every contact surface electrically connected to the gate electrode can 
be charged. 
 
Figure 5.7 Capacitance of the ion gel between two ITO electrodes for different (a) voltages 
and (b) frequencies. 
To determine the single interfacial electrolyte layer capacitance (Cel), we fabricated 
capacitors using flat ITO substrates, determined both electrode areas and measured the 
capacitance. The measured curves are shown on Fig. 5.7. The measured capacitance (Cm) is 
highly frequency-dependent, but does not change with bias far from the edges of the 
electrochemical stability window. Due to the frequency-dependence, the data point that 
gives the closest average dV/dt to the measurement scan rate, 0.1 Hz was used.  
 
MCQD MCQD MCQD
105kDa 0 0.2 0.3 100kDa 0 0.2 0.3 95kDa 0 0.2 0.3
No. of Pb+S 914 No. of Pb+S 871 No. of Pb+S 827
No. of Pb 528 503 503 No. of Pb 503 503 503 No. of Pb 478 503 503
No. of S 386 508 533 No. of S 368 508 533 No. of S 349 508 533
No. of I 146 3 1 No. of I 139 3 1 No. of I 132 3 1
S increase 122 147 S increase 140 165 S increase 159 184
[HS] (mM) [HS] (mM) [HS] (mM)
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-1), but it changes to Cm = (A1+A2)/(A1A2) for different electrode sizes. 
Using the measured electrode areas, we obtain Cel = 11.7μFcm
-2
. This value is in the same 
range, but slightly lower than what has been reported for the same material by Frisbie et 
al.36  
The dependence of the capacitance on the electrode areas also complicates the 
evaluation of the transport measurements. To avoid strong influence of the size and surface 
of the Pt foil, we measured the liquid (reference) potential with a Pt wire during the 
measurements. From this potential and Cel, the gate effect can be more reliably tracked. 
Hence, we plotted the transfer curves on Figure 5.6(b) vs. the reference potential, and 
calculated the mobility and threshold value from the same curves. Following this method, 









     Eq. 5.2 
The threshold is calculated from the x-axis intercept of the linear fits, by subtracting 
VD/2, the average potential of the channel. 
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6. Electron mobility above 24 cm2/Vs in PbSe 




Colloidal quantum dots are nanoscale building blocks for bottom-up fabrication of 
semiconducting solids with tailorable properties beyond the possibilities of bulk materials. 
Most current applications of colloidal quantum dots are based on disordered arrays, but 
already show great prospects for this class of materials. Achieving ordered, macroscopic 
crystal-like assemblies has been in the focus of researchers for years, since it would allow 
for easier exploitation of the quantum confinement-based electronic properties with tunable 
dimensionality. Lead-chalcogenide colloidal quantum dots show especially strong 
tendencies to self-organize into 2D superlattices with micron-scale order, making the array 
fabrication fairly simple. However, most works concentrate on the fundamentals of the 
assembly process, and none have investigated the electronic properties and their 
dependence on the nanostructure. In this chapter, I discuss how different chemical 
treatments on the initial superlattices affect the nanostructure, the optical and the electronic 
transport properties. Two-terminal electron mobilities with an average of 13 cm2/Vs and 
contactless mobility above 24 cm2/Vs, the highest ever reported for quantum-confined 
systems are measured in ion-gel-gated field-effect transistors. I identify the nanoscale 
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6.1. Introduction  
In all reported applications, the arrays of Pb- or Cd-chalcogenide CQDs are dense, but 
rather disordered, or exhibit only short-range order.1,2 The energetic disorder (stemming 
from size polydispersity, positional disorder and varying coupling strength) give rise to 
properties closer to those of amorphous solids, like conjugated polymers, rather than of 
bulk materials.3 However, the chances of exploiting the unique, confinement-based 
properties of these materials are much greater, if one achieves coherent transport 
throughout an ordered array of quantum dots.4 
Highly ordered CQD superlattices can be formed by drying a solution on a liquid 
surface.5-8 Orientation of lead-chalcogenide CQDs in a superlattice can be controlled by 
adjusting the reactivity of the subphase through the choice of solvent, by adding chemical 
species or by changing the temperature.7,9-11 This possibility stems from the faceted nature 
of the CQDs; crystal orientation-specific interactions and different binding energy of the 
ligands at the main crystallographic facets drive the orientation process.12-18 While much 
work has been done on the formation of the superlattices, fewer studies investigated the 
electrical properties of these materials and even less has been devoted to exchanging 
ligands in superlattices..3,11,19,20  
Whitham et al. measured the effect of disorder on charge localization in PbSe CQD 
superlattices, they deduced a carrier localization over 2-3 quantum dots in their system and 
calculated a disorder limit below which coherent transport is expected to occur.3 Evers et 
al. observed a similar degree of delocalization in samples prepared using a slightly different 
method.19 Alimoradi Jazi et al. observed contactless mobilities averaging to 3.6 cm2/Vs, 
setting the superlattices on par with the best spin-coated PbSe samples.14,21-23 However, the 
transport properties have so far not reached the quality expected from ordered, strongly 
coupled arrays, and no complete work has been done on connecting the electronic coupling, 
the superlattice structure the electrical transport properties. 
In this work, we aimed to fill this gap with a systematic analysis on the charge transport 
in PbSe CQD superlattices and its dependence on the nanostructure. We fabricate samples 
using four different ligands that result in slightly different nanoscale organization of the 
CQDs, and characterize the electron transport properties of the superlattices in ionic gel-
gated field-effect transistors. We observe a large improvement in the electron mobility to 
above 24 cm2/Vs upon increasing the width of the interparticle bridges, “necks”. The 
samples with higher number, but narrower necks show mobilities an order of magnitude 
lower, suggesting that the neck width is the dominant factor over the number of connections 
for efficient charge transport. This is the first evidence of such high mobilities achieved in 
ordered networks of CQDs and opens the way to further exploitation of these solids in 
electronic and optoelectronics. 
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6.2. Nanostructure of PbSe CQD superlattices 
 
 
Figure 6.1. (a) Schematic of the sample fabrication based on the formation of an ordered 
PbSe CQD array on the surface of a nonsolvent and a subsequent ligand exchange, details 
of the process are found in the main text; (b) TEM image (and its fast-Fourier-transformed 
version) of a sample prepared using EDA ligand solution showing a micron-sized 
superlattice domain with good ordering; the scale bars are 200 nm and 0.3 nm-1; (c) 
normalized absorption spectra of the CQDs in hexane, the formed superlattices and the 
EDA-based sample after annealing showing the presence of quantum confinement. 
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We fabricated mono- and multilayer PbSe CQD superlattices (SLs) by assembling the 
particles on top of ethylene glycol (EG), which is a nonsolvent for the pristine (oleate-
capped) CQDs, and is immiscible with their original solvent (hexane). Ordered arrays were 
formed by slowly drying a small volume of the CQD dispersion injected onto an EG bath in 
a PTFE beaker covered with a glass slide; the schematics of the process is sketched in 
Figure 6.1(a), and full details are found in the Experimental methods section. The obtained 
superlattices were used as-formed [referred to as oleic acid(OA)-capped samples], or after 
ligand exchange performed by injecting the ligand solution into the EG subphase. In this 
study, we used tetrabutylammonium iodide (TBAI), ethanedithiol (EDT) and 
ethylenediamine (EDA); the most common ligands used in the field. The TBAI and EDT 
ligands are frequently used in the fabrication of electronically coupled lead-chalcogenide 
CQD solids due to their affinity to substitute the surface-bound oleate groups.16,24-26 Instead, 
EDA is reported to remove lead-oleate from the surface.11,27 After ligand-exchange, the 
films were transferred to solid substrates by stamping (touching the liquid surface with a 
horizontal substrate). The method results in highly ordered superlattices with domains as 
large as the several hundred nanometers, as shown on the transmission electron microscope 
(TEM) image in Figure 6.1(b). Its Fourier-transformed version (see inset) indicates good 
ordering, the typically observed lattice type is rhombic.  
Optical absorption of the superlattices was measured to learn about their degree of 
electronic coupling; the spectra normalized to 1000 nm are plotted on Figure 6.1(c). The 
properties of the as-prepared, OA-capped superlattices are similar to those of the original 
CQD solution. The first two excitonic transitions are observable as peaks, although they are 
less pronounced than for the isolated CQDs. The first excitonic peak is located at 784 meV, 
slightly lower in energy from the peak position measured in solution (788 meV). The red-
shift is a sign of the changing confinement energy, caused by the proximity of the particles. 
Clearly, the OA-capped superlattices do not show a strongly enhanced electronic coupling. 
The fact that besides the peak broadening, the excitonic peak area decreases relative to the 
absorbance at 1000 nm suggests that not only energetic disorder is introduced, but the 
oscillator strength of the transition also decreases upon superlattice formation; such a 
change can stem from an altered dielectric environment. TBAI treatment seems to further 
decrease the oscillator strength, but does not change the overall properties; a first excitonic 
peak position of 788 meV is measured. On the other hand, EDT treatment causes 
significant changes in the absorption spectra. The first excitonic peak red-shifts to 755 
meV, its intensity further decreases, and the second transition peak is significantly 
broadened. Such behavior is often observed in thiol-treated CQD arrays due to the 
enhanced coupling caused by crosslinking, and the related shrinking of the interparticle 
distance.24 However, the effect is much smaller in our case, indicating only limited 
structural changes in the rather dense superlattice. The EDA treatment, however, results in 
a blue-shift to 792 meV, and similarly low peak intensity as observed using EDT. 
Annealing causes a small red-shift back to 788 meV and a further loss in intensity, 
accompanied by a slight broadening. Mild annealing typically leads to improved charge 
transport by enhancing the electronic coupling, while leaving the quantum dots confined. 
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Figure 6.2. Structure of PbSe CQD superlattice samples: (a-d) TEM images of the 
superlattices with OA, TBAI, EDT and EDA ligands, respectively (scale bars 30 nm); (e-h) 
SAED patterns obtained from highly ordered domains of the same samples (scale bars 10 
nm-1); (i) scheme of the superlattice unit cell; (j) superlattice spacing and angle obtained 
from the FFT TEM images for the different ligands averaged over several samples and 
regions, the error bars represent the 95% confidence interval, the colors match those on 
panel i; (k) Gaussian peak width of the azimuthal cross-section of the first order peaks 
extracted from the SAED patterns, the error bars represent the standard deviation of the 
values over the four corresponding peaks. 
The local structure and symmetry of the superlattice and the orientation of the CQDs 
were investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and selected area electron 
diffraction (SAED). For clarity, all directions and indices are labeled with CQD (referring 
to the CQD crystal structure) or SL (referring to the superlattice geometry). In general, the 
samples show large variation in the degree of and type of ordering within a sample. Small 
area TEM images of close-packed areas of monolayer superlattice samples are shown on 
Figure 6.2(a-d). The superlattice unit cell vectors were extracted from the fast Fourier-
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transformed (FFT) images by fitting to the peak positions. All superlattices show an 
intermediate structure between hexagonal and square symmetries. The lengths of the two 
lattice vectors and their angle (see scheme on panel i) obtained from numerous independent 
samples are summarized in Figure 6.2(j). The OA-capped samples show the lowest average 
angle of 70.1°, while values between 81.4-83.3° were measured for the three types of 
ligand-exchanged samples. The superlattice periodicity decreases from around 6.5 nm for 
the OA-capped samples to 5.8 nm for the EDA-treated ones. 
SAED patterns from highly ordered areas of the same samples are shown on panels (e-
h). Dominant four-fold symmetry is observed in each SAED pattern; the peaks are the 
{100}CQD reflections, which are observed for PbSe single crystal seen in the <100>CQD zone 
axis. The measured lattice parameters are identical to the bulk values within the 
experimental error. Interestingly, the common orientation of the CQDs coexists with a lack 
of in-plane square symmetry in the superlattice; the neighboring CQDs are aligned, but 
their center is shifted (by 2-6 lattice planes in case of EDA, for example). The typical CQD 
orientational disorder varies between the samples. Azimuthal profiles of the first order 
peaks show Gaussian shapes instead of Lorentzian ones, indicating that some CQDs are 
marginally misaligned. The Gaussian peak widths are shown on Figure 6.2(k); the 
distribution narrows upon ligand exchange, and the best orientation is observed in the EDT- 
and EDA-treated samples. 
Slightly different ordering is observed in multilayer superlattices. Representative FFT 
TEM images are shown in Figure 6.3(a-f). In general, higher deviation in the lattice 
parameters, longer unit vectors and lower unit cell angles (with values around 73-75°) are 
observed in the ligand-exchanged multilayer superlattices, while the thick OA-capped 
samples are very similar to the monolayer ones. The unit cell angles of the OA-capped 
mono- and multilayers are close to what is expected from a body-centered cubic (BCC) 
superlattice seen from the <110>SL zone axis. Such symmetry and orientation have been 
observed in lead-chalcogenide superlattices formed without ligand stripping.17,28,29 The 
thicker samples show symmetries close to a BCC structure even after ligand exchange.  
We also prepared a sample by drying a droplet of the CQD solution directly on the 
TEM grid, which gave close-to-hexagonal ordering with lattice spacing around 7 nm (Fig. 
6.3(g)); the presence of face-centered cubic lattices oriented with the <111>SL zone axis 
normal to the substrate have also been observed, and are typical for spherical particles with 
isotopic interactions.28 The superlattice structure of the drop-cast OA-capped samples 
suggests that the orientation-specific interactions are not determining the superlattice under 
the applied conditions.12,18 In fact, the same symmetry with lower interdot spacing is 
observed upon treating the drop-cast grids samples with an EDA solution, as shown on 
Figure 6.3(i). 
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Figure 6.3. Fast-Fourier-transformed TEM images of (a,c,e) bilayer and (b,d,f) monolayer 
superlattices, and (g,i) drop-cast sample with (a,b,g) OA, (c,d) EDT and (e,f,i) EDA 
ligands, the scale bars are 0.3 nm-1; (h) lattice parameters for bilayer superlattices. 
On the other hand, initially a BCC lattice forms on the EG bath, likely due to the slower 
drying process.17 However, a large structural inhomogeneity is observed within and 
between samples; the superlattice undergoes a transformation locally from BCC towards a 
simple cubic (SC) structure.18,29 This process occurs through a subphase-mediated 
desorption of lead-oleate from the CQD surface, giving rise to an oriented attachment.7 
These samples are mainly capped with oleate groups, but the ligand removal can occur 
easily from the {100}CQD facets, the ones with the lowest binding energy for oleate.
15 The 
addition of reactive ligands assists this process through removing the oleate ligands that act 
as spacers. The exposure of the facets transforms the lattice, which is expected to appear as 
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a changing angle from ~70° to 90°, and a factor of 21/3 decrease in the lattice parameter.29 In 
our samples, the lower than 90° superlattice angles and a less pronounced decrease in the 
average superlattice spacing indicate that the transformation is not complete, which can be 
explained by a rapid stripping process leading to a very fast epitaxial necking and freezing 
of the structure, blocking the complete distortion of the superlattice. The similar structure of 
the drop-cast OA-capped and EDA-treated samples confirms the high reactivity of EDA. 
The differences between the mono- and multilayer sample lattice parameters in the ligand-
treated samples suggest that the BCC-to-SC transformation is further hindered in a 
multilayer structure through out-of-plane stabilization by the shifted adjacent monolayers. 
Nevertheless, the CQDs appear to be oriented with the <100>CQD zone axis normal to the 
subphase surface, resulting in a hybrid structure. 
 
Figure 6.4. Different superlattice structures formed by treatment with EDT (top row) and 
EDA (bottom row) showing the sample inhomogeneity: (a,b) less connected and (c,d) more 
connected regions are observed in every sample; (e,f) high resolution TEM images of EDT 
and EDA-treated superlattices showing the difference in necking; the scale bars are 100 nm 
on panels (a-d) and 20 nm on panels (e,f). 
Inhomogeneity is present in ligand-treated samples as well. Treatment with TBAI 
results in very similar structures as in the OA-capped samples, suggesting a very mild 
ligand exchange process. On the other hand, EDT and EDA show distinctly different 
behaviors. Figure 6.4(a-d) shows two pairs of images obtained from the EDT and EDA-
treated superlattices, representing the two extremes of the spectrum of slightly different 
structures. One is similar to the OA-capped, as-prepared samples (panels a and b), and the 
other is ligand-dependent (panels c and d). The inhomogeneity suggests that the ligand 
exchange is not occurring the same way in the whole sample; in some parts, the OA is only 
partially (or not) removed, while some parts show the very strong influence of the ligand. 
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The difference in the ligand-specific structures in Figure 6.4(c,d) stems from the 
fundamentally different mechanism of the ligand exchange. EDT tends to attach to lead-
chalcogenide CQDs by replacing the oleate ligands due to the high affinity of the thiol 
group to the lead-dominated surface. The combined effect is an increase in the effective 
CQD size and the decrease in the superlattice spacing is observable in the absorption 
spectrum as a red-shift of the first excitonic peak. Interestingly, the particle shape in the 
extreme areas becomes more cubic, similar to what is occurring in sulfide-treated PbS 
CQDs.30 On the other hand, EDA removes lead-oleate groups, leaving naked CQDs behind; 
the decreasing effective diameter can also explain the observed blue-shift of the excitonic 
feature of the EDA absorption spectrum. The lower stability of the naked surfaces causes 
restructuring that leads to broad necks, interparticle bridges between adjacent CQDs. Due 
to the decreasing CQD size, many bridges simply don’t form, resulting in a particular, 
semi-connected structure visible on Figure 6.4(d). Higher resolution images (panels e and f) 
confirm that the type of particle necking is very different in the two systems. The EDT 
samples show many epitaxial connections, but the neck width is relatively small, only a few 
atoms in most cases. On the other hand, EDA results in fewer, but much broader necks, 
making the original shape of the CQDs almost diappear.3,19 
To complete the picture, the microscale morphology of the multilayer samples was 
investigated by AFM; examples of the micrographs are shown in Figure 6.A1 of the 
Appendix. We observe large flat areas of the multilayer films interrupted by micron-sized 
holes. The bottom of the holes is frequently covered with a monolayer. Holes in larger 
numbers, and but smaller in size are observed in the ligand-exchanged films compared to 
the OA-capped ones. A spin-coated reference was also; the film is homogenous and flat, 
but shows a granular structure not present in the superlattice samples. 
6.3. Electrical transport in PbSe CQD superlattice FETs 
We fabricated ion gel-gated field-effect transistors (IGFETs) to assess the relation 
between the structural and transport properties; the device structure is shown on the Figure 
6.5(a). We designed a device pattern with very low channel areas in order to test as much as 
possible single superlattice domains: channels 1-10 μm long and 20 μm wide were formed 
by UV lithography. Devices with different channel lengths were patterned close to each 
other to allow for contact resistance measurement (see panel b). For proper statistics, 
several of these groups of devices were patterned on each substrate placed ~3 mm from 
each other. Rather thin, 30 nm electrodes were used to avoid major cracking upon film 
transfer. However, the monolayer samples were so found to be so fragile that reasonable 
coverage was only achieved using multilayer superlattices. After transferring the SL films 
onto the FET substrates, the samples were investigated with an optical microscope, and 
only the devices with (visibly) full coverage and without macroscopic cracks were 
characterized. 
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Figure 6.5. Field effect transistors based on epitaxial PbSe CQD superlattices: a) device 
structure; b) micrograph of a set of devices; c) representative transfer curves of 5 μm 
channel length devices measured at 0.1 V drain bias; (d) output curves of a 2 μm channel 
length FET prepared using EDA; (e) transfer curves of a 2 μm channel length FET 
prepared using EDA, showing stable slope, but shifting intercept upon multiple scans; (f) 
statistics of the calculated electron mobilities, SL – superlattice, SP – spin-coated film, the 
colors for the SL-EDA data indicate devices on the same substrate. 
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Figure 6.5(c) shows the typical transfer curves measured in the four different sample 
types. Independently from the ligand, all samples show electron-dominated ambipolar 
characteristics previously observed in many lead-chalcogenide CQD FETs.16,21,22,31 
Applying positive gate voltages, the samples show practically no hysteresis, but degrade 
rapidly under negative gate bias causing a huge hysteresis loop; thus, for the sake of 
reliability, we focus only on the electron transport. Figure 6.5(d-e) reports the textbook-like 
output and transfer characteristics for the EDA treated sample, similar behavior is obtained 
for the others samples as well. We observe both linear and saturation region behavior in the 
output curves on panel d, features of a properly functioning FET. All devices show good 
electron transport with linear dependence of the current at high gate voltages (sign of 
operation in the linear regime), “on” currents of several μA, and “off” currents in the nA 
range. The on/off ratio usually exceeds 103, and reaches >104 in the best samples. The 
values are limited by the relatively low channel aspect ratio and consequent relatively high 
Faradaic gate leakage that sets the value of the “off” state current. We observe a transient 
behavior during the first few gate scans; although the slope of the linear part of the curves is 
similar, the intercept shifts to lower values, which causes an increase in the maximum “on” 
current within the given voltage window. The constant slope indicates that the mobility is 
unchanged, but the changing intercept indicate a threshold shift, likely through gate-
induced removal or addition of trapped charges. Stable behavior is reached after switching 
the devices on and off twice (see Figure 6.A2 in the Appendix), requiring a “warmup” of 
the each device before achieving stable and reproducible measurements.  
Although the general device characteristics fabricated with the different ligands are very 
similar, we observe a striking, magnitude difference in the “on” state current between the 
EDA-treated films and the rest of the samples. 
Field-effect electron mobilities were calculated from the transfer curves using the 
gradual channel approximation in the linear regime. The data are plotted on Figure 6.5(f) in 
three groups: EDA-treated superlattice, EDA-treated spin-coated film and the rest of the 
superlattice samples. The values, the channel dimensions and the distribution per substrate 
are listed in Table 6.A2. No clear difference is observable between the OA-capped, the 
TBAI- and the EDT-treated samples (noted as SL-other), while superlattice devices 
prepared using EDA (referred to as SL-EDA) show much higher mobilities. An average 
electron mobility of 13 cm2/Vs was found for SL-EDA, against the 4.9 cm2/Vs for the rest 
of the superlattice samples. The values show large variation, spanning almost an order of 
magnitude for each sample type. The mobilities reported for SL-EDA samples are obtained 
from two substrates, as shown with different colors on Fig. 6.5(f), with averages of 12 and 
15 cm2/Vs. The values obtained for the non-EDA superlattices are comparable to those 
reported by Alimoradi Jazi et al,20 while the EDA-based ones (averaged on either substrate) 
are among the highest ever reported for quantum confined lead-chalcogenide samples. 
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We compared these results with values obtained from a spin-coated reference sample 
treated with EDA (labeled as SP-EDA); the reference does not compete in mobility with the 
EDA superlattice layers, but give values similar to the ones prepared with the other ligands, 
with an average of 3.8 cm2/Vs. 
 
Figure 6.6. Transfer line method determination of the contact resistance and contactless 
mobility in two sets of PbSe superlattice FETs: (a,b) resistance vs. channel length in 
devices in proximity;(c) the resistance decreases with increasing carrier concentration, and 
is similar in both sets of devices; (d) contactless mobilities (dashed line) 10-80% higher 
than the raw data (markers) are calculated for the two sets following Eq. 6.2. 
It is important to point out that several measures were taken to ensure the reliability of 
the calculated mobility values. The channel lengths were determined using AFM, and were 
found slightly lower than the intended values; the measured data were used for calculation 
to avoid overestimation of the mobility. The ion-gel capacitance was measured in similar 
conditions to the transfer curve measurements. Several electrode pairs with different areas 
were measured to correct for the different size of the top and bottom electrodes, and an 
average value of the single layer capacitance was used for the mobility calculation (see 
more in the Experimental methods section).30 The main factors that can result in 
overestimation of the mobility, such as using too low capacitance or too short channel 
length are excluded by measurements. Some factors that cause underestimation, for 
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example cracks and holes in the layers, are not corrected for in the dataset presented on Fig. 
6.5(f), and thus the data can be considered as conservative estimates of the sample mobility. 
Making use of the adjacent devices with different channel lengths, we estimated the 
contact resistance using the transfer line method (see the details in the Experimental 
methods section). The obtained values (2-3 kΩ) are significant compared to the channel 
resistance in the shortest devices (Fig. 6.6), thus a correction for the voltage drop is 
required. We calculated a contactless mobility of 19.1 and 24.2 cm2/Vs for the two datasets 
used in the TLM calculations, 10-80% higher than the values from single device transfer 
curves, depending on the channel length. These values are an average value for an area on 
the 100 μm scale, and are the highest reported for lead-chalcogenide CQDs. 
However, two concerns rise when analyzing the data: why do the EDA-based 
superlattices perform so well in FETs compared to the EDT ones despite the similar 
superlattice structure, and why do we observe such large variation in the mobility values. 
The first concern can be explained by the nanostructure; the number and width of necks are 
distinctly different in the EDT- and EDA-treated superlattices. The type and density of 
necking being the largest difference in the structures, our data suggests that transport 
though the non-linear, percolative pathways is much more efficient than multiple tunneling 
events between adjacent CQDs with high order. The second concern can be resolved by 
considering the observed inhomogeneity in the samples. The regions that are more alike to 
the OA-capped samples shown on Fig. 6.4(a,c) will likely exhibit lower charge carrier 
mobility than the percolative regions on Fig. 6.4(d), following the arguments on the 
importance of the neck width.3 The BCC- and SC-like regions in the OA-capped samples 
are also expected to give different transport properties due to the different interdot spacing. 
Moreover, the number and density of the holes and cracks in the films will strongly affect 
the observed mobilities. The difference between the spin-coated and superlattice EDA 
samples can also be explained by the morphology; the granular structure of the spin-coated 
sample does not provide the long, uninterrupted pathways for charge transport present in 
the percolative superlattices.19 
Although the results show large variation, and improvements in the fabrication process 
are clearly necessary to fabricate more homogeneous samples and reproducible devices, the 
measured mobility values show the great prospects of lead-chalcogenide superlattices. As a 
final note, tuning of the annealing conditions leads to mobilities above 40 cm2/Vs, therefore 
an increased control of the process may lead to unexpected results for CQDs superlattices. 
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6.4. Conclusions 
In conclusion, we compared the nanostructure and the electrical transport properties of 
PbSe CQD superlattices formed using different ligands. All the samples substantially retain 
optical quantum confinement with very limited variation of the original band gap. Electron 
mobilities with an average of 13 cm2/Vs for small area superlattice FETs prepared using 
EDA are measured. From these devices, we derive contactless mobility above 24 cm2/Vs 
using the transfer line method. Such high values have not been reported in low-temperature 
processed CQD devices, and are comparable to those reported for heavy sintering. 
Importantly, the electron mobility in the superlattice samples is almost an order magnitude 
higher than in samples fabricated using the conventional layer-by-layer spin-coating 
method. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the width and not the density of the 
interparticle connections determines the efficiency of the charge transport. This is the first 
clear experimental evidence of the potential of colloidal QD superlattices for 
optoelectronics. The challenges and difficulties of the fabrication process show the 
direction to work towards further improvements in the electronic properties of these 
fascinating materials. 
6.5. Experimental methods 
Chemicals: Lead (II) acetate trihydrate (99.999%), 1-octadecene (ODE, 90%), oleic 
acid (OA, 90%), tributylphosphine (TBP, 97%), selenium shots (99.99%), 
tetrabutylammonium iodide (TBAI, >99.0%), ethylenediamine (EDA, >99.0%), 
ethanedithiol (EDT, >98.0%), ethylene glycol (EG, 99.8%, anh.), ethanol (anh.), hexanes 
(>99.0%, anh.) and acetonitrile (99.8%, anh.) were purchased from Aldrich. All chemicals 
were used as received. All syntheses were carried out using standard airless techniques: a 
vacuum/dry nitrogen gas. Schlenk line was used for NPs syntheses and a nitrogen glove-
box for storing and handling air and moisture-sensitive chemicals and CQD purification. 
PbSe CQD synthesis: Monodisperse PbSe CQDs were prepared similarly to a 
previously reported procedure by Wang et al.32 In a typical synthesis, Pb(OAc)2·3H2O 
(1.338 g, 4.1 mmol) and oleic acid (4.5 ml OA) were mixed in 10 ml of octadecene. This 
mixture was degassed at room temperature, 50 ºC, 70 ºC, 90 ºC and 110 ºC for 10 minutes 
each to form the lead oleate complex. The solution was flushed with nitrogen, and the 
temperature was raised to the reaction temperature (160 ºC). At this temperature, Se 
precursor (10 ml, 1M), prepared by dissolving selenium shots in TBP was rapidly injected. 
The reaction mixture was maintained ca. 160 ºC for 30 seconds and then quickly cooled 
down to room temperature using a water bath. The formed PbSe CQDs were thoroughly 
washed in inert atmosphere by 3 precipitation/redispersion steps using anhydrous ethanol as 
a non-solvent and anhydrous hexane as a solvent. Finally, the CQDs were dispersed in 
anhydrous hexane with a concentration of 50 mg/ml, and optical absorption was performed 
to determine the CQD size (5.2 nm according to the sizing curve of Moreels et al.) and 
quality of the batch.33 
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Superlattice fabrication: The fabrication process was based on the methods described 
by Dong et al. and Whitham et al .3,6,8 For the superlattice formation, 1.5 mL ethylene 
glycol was poured in a 1.5×1.5×1.5 cm Teflon well set up in a glovebox filled with dry 
nitrogen (<0.1 ppm O2/H2O). The given amount of the CQD sol (2.5 mg/mL in hexanes, 
2.5μL for monolayers, 5μL for multilayers) was injected on top of the bath, and the well 
was immediately covered by a glass slide. After 20 min, 5 μL of a 1M ligand solution in 
acetonitrile was injected into the bottom of the well, and the system was let to react for 2-3 
minutes under cover. The films were transferred by touching the liquid surface with a 
substrate/grid, and the samples were dried for at least 3 hours in a mbar vacuum. 
Structural and optical characterization: The absorption spectra were obtained with a 
Shimadzu UV3600 spectrometer. JEOL 2010 and 2010F transmission electron microscopes 
were used for the structural characterization. The superlattice unit cells were determined 
from 600x600 nm regions by fitting two vectors to the peak positions extracted from the 
fast-Fourier-transformed images. The atomic lattice vectors were extracted following the 
same method from the SAED patterns measured at 130 nm diameter areas. The AFM 
images were delivered by a WiTec Alpha SNOM-AFM operated in contact mode. 
FET fabrication and characterization: Sets of devices were patterned onto borosilicate 
glass using UV photolithography, and 30 nm Pt electrodes were deposited by sputtering. 
The substrates were cleaned by soap, water, acetone and isopropanol, and were annealed at 
120°C inside a glovebox right before film deposition. The substrates were cleaned by soap, 
acetone and isopropanol, and were annealed at 120°C inside a glovebox right before film 
deposition. The spin-coated reference sample was fabricated by spinning a 2.5 mg/ml 
solution on a substrate, flooding the film with a 20 mM EDA solution in acetonitrile, and 
the process was repeated once to fill the cracks and achieve similar thickness to the 
superlattices. The ion gel was prepared following a literature recipe.34 The FET samples 
were annealed at 120°C for 20 minutes to remove all adsorbed species,35 the ion gel was 
dropped on the films leaving the electrode contact pads uncovered, and the samples were 
dried at 70 °C overnight. A piece of platinum foil placed on top of the gel-covered devices 
was used as gate electrode, and a platinum wire was stick into the gel to measure the 
reference potential. The FETs were characterized using an Agilent E5270B semiconductor 
parameter analyzer in inert environment. The ion gel impedance was obtained using a 
BioLogic SP200 potentiostat in vacuum. 
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Contact resistance analysis: Contact resistances were calculated using the transfer line 
method. Devices of the same set with several different channel lengths were measured, and 
the total resistances at the same effective gate voltage           were plotted against 
the channel length. The contact resistance (Rc) is obtained by a linear fit: 
        
 
     
   Eq. 6.1 
where L and W are the channel length and width, C is the gate capacitance, and μ is the 
mobility. The contactless mobility (μ0) can then be calculated as: 
   
  
     
  
   
   
 
  
   Eq. 6.2 
Ion gel capacitance measurements: The capacitance of the ion gel was measured 
forming larger area capacitors between flat electrode surfaces. Four bottom electrodes were 
used: ITO, gold, gold with a monolayer of PbSe and gold with the multilayer PbSe used in 
the research. The substrate/bottom electrode was covered with a droplet of the ion gel, dried 
the same way as the devices, and a Pt foil electrode was placed on top. In case of the ITO 
substrate, droplets of several sizes were formed and in total 5 electrode pairs were 
characterized. For the gold-based samples, two top electrodes of different size were placed 
on top of the same droplet. The impedance data between 10 mHz and 100 Hz were fitted 
with the theoretical expression for a constant phase element (CPE) for each set of data (see 
Eq. 6.3). To determine the effective capacitance (Ceff), the imaginary part of the CPE 
impedance as a function of frequency was expressed as the impedance of a capacitor, and 
the values were calculated at 63 mHz frequency, equivalent to the 5 mV/s rate used in the 
FET measurements) using Eq. 6.4:  
       
                                          
   Eq. 6.3 
           
         
  
 
     Eq. 6.4 
Examples for the devices are shown on Figure 6.7(a-b). The obtained capacitance values 
are plotted against the effective device area 1/Aeff = 1/Atop + 1/Abottom on Figure 6.7(c). The 
slopes were determined by fixing the intercept at 0, and are collected on panel d. The bare 
gold- and thin PbSe-based samples show very similar slopes around 8 μF/cm2. The ITO-
based capacitors behave very similar to the one prepared the same way as out actual 
samples, with a slope of 6 μF/cm2. The slopes are the average electrode capacitance of that 
system, and the differences can shed light to differences in the electrode surfaces, for 
example. In case the ionic liquid fills the pores of the CQD superlattice, a large increase in 
the actual electrode area is expected, resulting in a much (2-5) times) higher calculated Cel 
than the value measured on bare gold. Since we do not see this effect, we can exclude a 
“bulk” gating using this ionic gel system. For the mobility calculations, 6 μF/cm2 was used. 
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Figure 6.7. The devices and data used to obtain the capacitance value for the mobility 
calculation; (a) ion gel sandwiched between bare Au and Pt; (b) ion gel sandwiched 
between ITO and Pt; (c) effective capacitance values at 63 mHz versus the effective 
electrode areas, and the linear fits; (d) electrolyte layer capacitance determined using 
different electrodes. 
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Figure 6.A1. AFM images of superlattices formed using a) OA, b) EDT and c) EDA ligand, 
and d) image of the spin-coated reference sample showing a more homogeneous, but 
granular structure. 
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Figure 6.A2. Transient behavior of ion-gel-gated PbSe superlattice FETs: the gate has to 
be loaded and unloaded to reach stable and reproducible threshold and “on” currents. 
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2 5 30.6 
3 5 46.2 

















2 3 7.24 
3 2 6.95 
SP-EDA 1 




3 5 0.84 
SL-EDT 









1 5 10.9 
2 5 3.12 
SL-OA 1 




3 5 2.26 
 
Table 6.A1. Mobilities calculated from the collected transfer curves, indicating which 
devices belong to the same substrate and the location. 
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Summary 
Designing electronic materials have been in the focus of scientists for the last several 
decades, trying to avoid the huge energy cost of forming the highly pure, single crystalline 
silicon wafers required for modern electronics. Solution-processed organic materials 
(fullerenes and polymers) were developed first, and took over some applications from the 
classical, inorganic semiconductors, especially in the screens of mobile phones and TVs. 
However, their high sensitivity to heat and ambient conditions, and the low carrier 
mobilities and light absorption limits their use in large-scale energy harvesting and 
electronic devices. Consequently, solution-processed inorganic semiconductors, especially 
colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) have gained significant attention. 
The interest in CQDs stems from the prospects of fully tunable electronic and optical 
properties and easy fabrication. However, for a very long time, the prospects remained 
unexploited in lack of deep knowledge on the chemistry and physics of the materials. Due 
to the large surface of the nanocrystals, different processes get the emphasis compared to 
bulk samples, and different characterization and treatment methods had to be developed to 
test and control the relevant properties. The general knowledge in colloid chemistry had to 
be expanded making it suitable for the fabrication of highly pure, electronic-grade 
materials. 
The properties can be deliberately controlled by modifying the surface, as shown in this 
thesis. The curial step in fabricating CQD solids, electronically coupled arrays of CQDs, is 
the ligand-exchange: the initial surfactants have to be replaced by shorter ones to induce 
coupling. At the same time, the chemistry of the new ligands determines the electronic 
properties of the solids, giving a tool for proper control. Aspects of this control are 
discussed in Chapters 2,3 and 5. The process requires lots of optimization and suitable 
equipment; a solution to this problem is offered in Chapter 4. CQDs are not only relevant 
for large-scale applications, but for their confined nature and the related unique physicals 
properties as well; related experimental results are discussed in Chapter 6. 
In the work reported in Chapter 2, we established the conditions for reproducible 
fabrication of high performance, thiol-treated PbS CQD FETs. We showed that the 
fabrication and measurement plays a crucial role in the process; ambient conditions can 
lead to a switch form n-type to p-type behavior. Interestingly, this effect was found to be 
largely reversible under mild annealing, suggesting an origin related to the physisorption of 
oxygen and water in the CQD film. This finding also highlights the importance of the large 
surface area in controlling the electronic properties of CQD solids. 
The known air-sensitivity of the thiol-capped CQDs was targeted by using atomic, 
halide ligands in Chapter 3. We observed the formation of ordered PbS CQD superlattices 
with common orientation and epitaxial merger of the CQDs both in mono- and multilayers. 
The order depends on the counterion used with the iodide ligands, pointing to its influence 
in the ligand exchange process. We shed light to the mechanism of the ligand exchange by 
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creating a non-reactive environment for the ligand exchange, and tune the reactivity of 
solutions, showing the presence of an acidic catalytic process. With this, we showed that 
FETs are not only useful to test physical properties, but such a characterization also delivers 
indirect data on chemical processes in the material. 
Designer materials are technologically interesting only if there is a large-scale 
fabrication method that results in the same properties as the lab-scale samples. For CQD 
solids, solution-phase ligand exchange and blade coating are the prospective methods 
replacing the layer-by-layer spin coating and thin film ligand exchange, as shown in 
Chapter 4. We showed that single-step blade-coated FETs can be on par with the best layer-
by-layer processed ones regarding charge carrier mobility and on/off ratio with an 
additional post-deposition washing step. The fabrication method can be directly upscaled 
showing the prospects of CQD solids in (opto)electronic devices. 
Besides the facile film formation, controlling the electronic properties is also crucial for 
practical applications. In Chapter 5, we showed that the typical dominance of electron 
transport in halide-capped PbS CQD solids is mainly caused by the off-stoichiometry 
inherent to the particles. By adjusting the lead-sulfur balance, we achieved changes in the 
hole mobility, while the electron mobility remained similar, suggesting a changing 
electronic structure in the thin film. Such flexibility in the properties is only achievable in 
nanostructured materials with large surface are, demonstrating the relevance of CQD solids 
is designing electronic materials for applications. 
Most current application of CQDs rely on disordered arrays of CQDs. On the other 
hand, long-range translational order is predicted to result in coherent transport, offering 
new possibilities for observing and exploiting unique, confinement-based phenomena. 
Having investigated and discussed the different aspects of controlling the properties of 
disordered CQD solids, we expanded the research to ordered superlattices. In Chapter 6, the 
effect of different ligands on the nanostructure and electrical transport in large area PbSe 
CQD superlattices is investigated. We measured electron mobilities up to 24 cm2/Vs, the 
highest ever reported in quantum confides systems, and observed a clear improvement 
compared to a disordered reference sample. The implications of these findings are including 
the prospects of achieving coherent transport in CQD superlatives, exploiting confinement-
based phenomena such as enhanced Seebeck-effect, and fabrication of highly efficient 
optoelectronic devices operating in the near infrared wavelengths.  
In summary, this thesis demonstrates several ways of controlling the electronic 
properties of electronically coupled CQD arrays, the so-called CQD solids. These materials 
show much larger tunability of the electronic, electrical and optical properties than the bulk 
semiconductors, and show greater promises than the organic semiconductors. Several 
questions are still open, but the discoveries and developments of the last couple years 
strongly suggest that researchers will soon be in full control of the properties, and the 
commercialization of CQDs solids will bring a new era in energy harvesting and 
(opto)electronics.  
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Samenvatting 
De interesse in colloïdale nanokristallen, ook wel quantum dots (CQD’s) genoemd, 
vindt zijn oorsprong in het vooruitzicht van volledig afstelbare elektronische en optische 
eigenschappen en eenvoudige fabricage. Beide van deze eigenschappen zijn gunstig voor 
applicaties in zonnecellen en opto-elektronische apparaten. Deze vooruitzichten zijn echter 
lang onbenut gebleven door een gebrek aan grondige kennis over de chemie en fysica van 
deze materialen. Vanwege het grote oppervlak van nanokristallen domineren andere 
processen dan in het bulk materiaal en afwijkende karakterisatie- en behandelingsmethoden 
moesten dan ook worden ontwikkeld om de relevante eigenschappen te testen en beheersen. 
Kennis van de colloïde scheikunde diende uitgebreid te worden, zodat deze bruikbaar is 
voor de fabricage van zeer zuivere materialen met een adequate kwaliteit voor elektronica. 
Zoals in deze thesis is beschreven, kunnen de eigenschappen opzettelijk worden 
gewijzigd door het oppervlak aan te passen. De cruciale stap in de fabricage van vaste 
stoffen bestaande uit quantum dots, elektronisch gekoppelde reeksen van QD’s, is de 
ligandvervanging: de aanvankelijke oppervlakte-actieve stof dient vervangen te worden 
door kortere varianten om koppeling tot stand te brengen. Tegelijkertijd bepaalt de chemie 
van deze nieuwe liganden de elektronische eigenschappen van de vaste stof, hetgeen tot 
goede beheersbaarheid leidt. Verschillende aspecten van deze beheersbaarheid worden 
behandeld in Hoofdstukken 2, 3 en 5. De mogelijkheid om gelijkwaardige beheersing en 
prestaties in een opschaalbare fabricatiemethode te verkrijgen wordt in hoofdstuk 4 
besproken. CQD zijn niet uitsluitend relevant voor hun toepassingen op grote schaal, maar 
ook vanwege hun kwantumopsluiting en de daaraan ontleende unieke fysische 
eigenschappen; de hieraan gerelateerde experimentele resultaten worden beschreven in 
Hoofdstuk 6. 
In het werk beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2 stellen we de condities vast voor de 
vervaardiging van met thiolen behandelde PbS CQD veldeffect-transistoren (FET). Hierin 
laten we zien dat de fabricage en metingen een cruciale rol spelen in het proces; 
omgevingscondities kunnen een omschakeling van een n-type naar een p-type gedrag 
teweegbrengen. Opvallend genoeg blijkt dit effect grotendeels omkeerbaar te zijn 
doormiddel van lichte verhitting, wat suggereert dat dit effect zijn oorsprong vindt in de 
fysisorptie van zuurstof en water in de CQD laag. Deze observatie benadrukt het belang van 
het grote oppervlak in de beheersbaarheid van de elektronische eigenschappen van vaste 
stoffen uit CQD’s. 
De welbekende luchtgevoeligheid van CQD’s die zijn afgedekt met thiolen werd 
aangepakt in Hoofdstuk 3 door gebruik te maken van atomaire halogeniden. We 
observeerden de formatie van geordende PbS CQD superkristalroosters met een 
gemeenschappelijke oriëntatie en gedeeltelijke epitaxiale fusie van de CQDs, zowel in 
enkele lagen als in veelvouden hiervan. De ordening hangt af van het tegenion dat gebruikt 
wordt in combinatie met de jodideliganden, wat wijst op hun invloed in het 
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liganduitwisselingsproces. We helderden de liganduitwisselingsmechanismen op door een 
niet-reactieve omgeving te creeëren voor de liganduitwisseling en de reactiviteit van de 
oplossingen aan te passen, hierdoor kon de aanwezigheid van een zuur, katalytisch proces 
worden aangetoond. Hiermee lieten we zien dat FETs niet alleen nuttig zijn om fysische 
eigenschappen te bestuderen, maar dat ze ook indirecte informatie over  chemische 
processen in de materialen kunnen verschaffen. 
Op maat gemaakte materialen zijn slechts interessant vanuit een technologisch 
perspectief wanneer grootschalige fabricagemethoden in dezelfde eigenschappen resulteren 
als hun tegenhangers op laboratoriumschaal. Voor vaste stoffen uit CQD’s zijn 
liganduitwisseling vanuit vloeistof en blade coating (een depositietechniek waarbij inkt 
wordt uitgespreid over een substraat met behulp van een rakel) de beoogde methoden die 
laag-voor-laag spincoating en liganduitwisseling in dunne lagen kunnen vervangen, zoals 
we laten zien in Hoofdstuk 4. We lieten zien dat FET’s geproduceerd via een enkele blade 
coating stap zich kunnen meten met de beste FETs geproduceerd via een laag-voor-
laagmethode wat betreft mobiliteit van ladingsdragers en de aan/uit-ratio wanneer gebruik 
wordt gemaakt van een extra wasstap na de depositie. De fabricagemethode is direct 
opschaalbaar en toont de veelbelovende vooruitzichten voor vaste stoffen uit CQD’s in 
(opto-)elektronische apparaten. 
Naast de eenvoudige formatie van dunne lagen, is beheersing van de elektronische 
eigenschappen van cruciaal belang voor praktische applicaties. In Hoofdstuk 5 lieten we 
zien dat de typische overheersing van elektronentransport in met haloïden bedekte 
loodsulfide CQD voornamelijk wordt veroorzaakt door een inherente afwijking in de 
stoichiometrie van nanokristallen.  Door de lood- sulfide balans aan te passen, behaalden 
we verandering in de mobiliteit van gaten, terwijl de elektronmobiliteit gelijk bleef, wat een 
verandering in de elektronische structuur van de dunne laag suggereert. Een dergelijke 
flexibiliteit in deze eigenschappen is uitsluitend haalbaar in materialen die over een groot 
oppervlak en nanostructuur beschikken en toont de relevantie van vaste stoffen uit CQD’s 
in het ontwerpen van elektronische materialen voor applicaties. 
De meeste applicaties van CQD’s berusten op het gebruik van ongeordende reeksen van 
CQD’s. Anderzijds wordt voorspelt dat ordelijke rangschikking over lange afstand kan 
resulteren in coherent transport van ladingsdragers, wat mogelijkheden biedt tot het 
observeren en benutten van unieke, op kwantumopsluiting gebaseerde, fenomenen. Na de 
verschillende aspecten omtrent het controleren van de eigenschappen van CQD vaste 
stoffen bestudeerd en besproken te hebben, breidden we het onderzoek uit naar geordende 
superkristalroosters. In Hoofdstuk 6 onderzochten we het effect van verschillende liganden 
op de nanostructuur en het elektrisch transport in PbSe CQD’s superkristalroosters met een 
groot oppervlakte. We maten elektronmobiliteiten tot 24 cm2/Vs, de hoogste waarde ooit 
gerapporteerd in een systeem met kwantumopsluiting, en we observeerden een duidelijke 
toename ten opzichte van een ongeordende referentie. Deze bevindingen hebben een aantal 
belangrijke implicaties, namelijk: dergelijke hoge mobiliteiten bieden het vooruitzicht om 
coherent transport mogelijk te maken in superkristalroosters van CQD’s, fenomenen 
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gebaseerd op kwantumopsluiting, zoals het versterkte Seebeck-effect, uit te buiten en om 
zeer effciënte (opto-)elektronische apparaten te fabriceren die opereren in het nabij-
infrarood. 
Om samen te vatten; deze scriptie demonstreert verschillende methoden om de 
elektronische eigenschappen van CQD reeksen, de zogenoemde vaste stoffen uit CQD, te 
beheersen. Deze materialen beschikken over een veel grotere afstelbaarheid van de 
elektronische, elektrische en optische eigenschappen dan de bulk halfgeleiders en bieden 
unieke mogelijkheden. Er zijn nog enkele openstaande vragen en uitdagingen, zoals de 
formatie van p-type lagen met een beter beheersbaar opsluitingseffect en controle over de 
nekbreedte in epitaxiale superkristalrooster. Desalniettemin suggereren de ontdekkingen en 
ontwikkelingen van de afgelopen jaren dat onderzoekers binnenkort volledige beheersing 
zullen verkrijgen over de elektronische eigenschappen van deze materialen, wat ze in staat 
stelt om gebruikt te worden in commerciële applicaties. In gelijkenis met de ontwikkelingen 
omtrent organische halfgeleiders kan men niet een complete vervanging van silicium in 
elektronische apparatuur verwachten. De commercialisatie van vaste stoffen uit CQD’s in 
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